


The BVWS Spares Dept
DeoxlT D5 contact cleaner I lubricant £16.50 Electrolytic smoothing capacitors, standard
aerosol can. Not cheap — just the BEST. ‘old-fashioned' size, 500 Volt DC working
Available at all BVWS events or by post for an
additional £4.00 BIBLIF. “IBI'IEpF. 32l32|iF £7.00 each

50150uF 100uF. 220uF £9.00 each
1613211Ffor DACQOA £9.00 each
0012q for W22 £9.00
BIBpF screw-type. 16116"? screwbtme, 32/32]:m £9.000ach
16116 pF tubular axial £6.50
10|.IF tubular axial £4.00

New manufacture high quality metallised polyester
film capacitors to replace all old paper types in
vintage equipment. Ideally sized for re-stuffing

All capacitors are 630 Volt working 22"]: tubular axial £430
All prices are for packs of 50 components and include 33 "F tubular axial £430
postage and Packlna 47 pF tubular axial £4.50

. _ . 70 pF tubular axial £4.50
Available in mix-and-match packs of 50 within price band by post.
Available in smaller quantities at all BVWS events. NEW smafler 25mm can types for [-9-5a origina|
0.001uF Price band A 0.022uF Price band B ' single electrolytic capacitors -
0.003pF Price band A 0.047pF Price band B
0-0047uF Price band A 0-1uF Price band B BpF, 16uF. 32uF, 500Volt DC working £5.00 each
0.01uF Price band A 0.22pF Price band B

Postage and packing 1 - 4 caps £3.00 5 - 8 caps £4.50
Price band A is £25.50 (inc postage]
Price band B is £20.00 [inc postage} All prices quoted are for BVWS members
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For non UK addresses, please contact Mike Barker for prices, (see below). All orders should be sent (with payment made out to
BVWS) to: Mike Barker; Pound Congo. Costa, Devizes. Wiltshire. SN10 3L6. Cheques payable to Brifish Vintage Wireless Society.
Please allow 14 days for processing, but usually quicker! The above capacitors are supplied as a BVWS member benefit. Anyone
found to be reselling these items for profit will be expelled from the Society
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Gerry Wells 1929 — 2014

It is with great sadness that i tell you of the
death of Gerry Wells on 22nd December
2014. Gerry had spent a short time in hospital
after experiencing difficulties with his health.

The eventual diagnosis was that Gerry
had a form of pneumonia. Ultimately the
doctors could do no more than to make
him comfortable. Throughout his stay in
hospital Gerry was kept company and alert
with visits from Museum friends. Even radios
were taken in to him. Most importantly to
Gerry. he had Eileen with him for many
hours each day. Eileen was with him,:when
he finally slipped away late that evening.

The Museum. for now. feels like a
powerful radio transmitter fully functional
and On Air. but with no modulation signal.
With time. this feeling will pass as it was
Gerry's express wish that the Museum
should not be a sad place but a busy
happy place and therefore the message

closest of friends were informed.
Although a very sad occasion. the funeral

was a simple service conducted by the
Rev. Steven Niechcial who is also a BVWS
member and radio collector. Instead of any
hymns the chapel rang out with the sound
of the Radio Normandie Chimes followed
by Henry Halls' Ftadio Times. Speeches
by Fred Watts. Nicola Laffey (Eileen's
daughter) and myself with some light comedy
thrown in made it an uplifting occasion.

Instead of sadness. Gerry wanted a jolly
good party. a happy event to be arranged
for those who wished to celebrate his life.
It is planned that a memorial to ‘The
Man in the White Coat' will now take
place at the Museum on Saturday 6th
June. This is the day already on your
calendar as the Garden Party.

The day will start at 12:00 noon and run
until 6pm. everyone is welcome to attend.

56 Letters that is being sent out loud and clear on all There will be no entrance charge but
57 PiClUlBS from WOOltOl'l Bassett frequencies is "BUSINESS AS USUAL"! donations will be gladly accepted. It will
53 mm? The wishes of Gerry and the activities consist of plenty of live music and vintage
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that must take place to execute them are
now starting to happen. The original 25 year
lease for the Museum trust covers only the
ground floor of the house. the front and
back gardens and all of the sheds. This
is how Gerry wanted it so that a material
asset was left to his beneficiary. This means
that the items in the collection on the first
floor will be moved and accommodated
into other areas where possible. Some

equipment running. A part of the afternoon will
be spent showing some significant footage
of Gerry from various recordings made over
the years. There are also other plans to be
decided. but these will take a little longer to
organise before they can be announced.

Anyone wishing to give donation to the”
Museum in Gerry‘s memory can do so.
Just send your donation to:

re-organisation will naturally be required. The British Vintage Wireless
Gerry did not want lots of people at & Television Museum

his funeral and asked that it should not 23 Rosendale Bead
be advertised widely. Only a list that West Dulwich
was left for Eileen to contact and the London SE21 BDS



Restoration
of an Atwater
Kent 308
from 1934
by Gary Tempest

When I went to collect the radio this
is the story that the seller told me:
As a boy, he could remember his Greek

father bringing it home. It was a new and
expensive purchase for a man who was not
particularly affluent. It was used, for some
years, up to and including the German
occupation of Athens in WW2. This was
allowed provided that it was tuned, and
locked to Radio Athens on MW which they
controlled. The locking was done by a
German officer using a tie and an official
seal. I'm not sure how, although it could
have been around the dial pointer, this being
possible as the dial is open and remarkably
still in perfect condition. But neither does
it have a back cover so from the inside
was also possible. There are no witness
marks to tell. Had it been unable to be
looked then probably the radio would have
been confiscated never to be seen again.

The interesting thing is that later it was
found that by simply switching to UN, it
was on tune for the BBC World Service for
clandestine listening. Radio Athens is listed
in Reference 1 as being at 666 kHz at 15 kW
and 729 kHz at 150 kW. Tuning the radio to
this more powerful station, on the MW dial.
and then switching wavebands to UN the
dial pointer is at 202 kHz and Droitwich was
then on 200 kHz becoming 198 kHz in 1988.

Later the vendor came and brought the
radio to England and via eBay I became
the lucky restorer and custodian.

Atwater Kent history
This is taken from a website and
written by Ralph Williams. To visit
the site and see a picture of the
dapper Mr Kent, see Reference 2.

Atwater Kent was a thrifty New
Englander born in Vermont, educated in
Massachusetts who invented the closely
timed ignition system, and operated the
world 's largest radio factory in Pennsylvania.
Some key dates: Birth 1873, First
manufacturing 1896, Philadelphia move
1902, ignition Systems 1907, First radio
instruments 1921, Open set 1922, Mahogany
box sets 1924, Metal box sets 1926,
Superheterodynes 1930, Closed plant 1936.
Kent was always interested in automobiles
and, particularly, in the means of
igniting internal combustion engines. He
patented the Contacton a breaker point
mechanism, and the distributor to enable
the use of a single coil. income from his
ignition systems enabled Kent to enter
the radio business with a fully equipped
manufacturing facility a national service
organization and an appealing concept, the
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Open Set. (We call them breadboards.)
Kent brought the best minds of his time
into his organization to do radio design,
factory operation, marketing and product
advertising. He was demanding of his
people, but fair. He was also very careful
of his company's reputation. His radios
were of very high quality and reliability
with strong customer appeal to the middle
class. Kent’s customers often bought
another Atwater Kent radio to replace an
earlier one that lacked the newer features.
After entering the radio receiver market
with Models 1 through 8, Kent put it all
together with Model to. The set had two
radio frequency amplifiers, a detector
and two audio frequency amplifiers, all
assembled on a mahogany board but
having neither panel nor enclosure. lts
price was moderate, its performance was
adequate and its appeal was immediate
to the listeners of  the hiventies and
continuing to the collectors of the nineties.
The circuit of the Model to  was continued
in nearly all the Atwater Kent radio sets o f
the middle twenties. it was finally displaced

by the screen-grid tube in Model 55 and
the superheterodyne circuit of the Model
70 series. During the 19303 Kent brought
out a new cycle of  about 15 radios each
year. included were: Consoles, Compacts
(table models), auto radios, Direct Current
sets, Battery sets, and radios using 32
volt power for farm and rural use where
commercial power was not  available.
in the middle thirties Kent recognized the
changing market for radio receivers. His
business was based on moderately priced
consoles with a tolerance for high-quality
table models. However, he did not accept
the market for cheap sets and preferred
to close down rather than compromise
his name and reputation. in 1936 Kent
closed the factory and moved to California
where he spent a well earned retirement
until his illness and death in 1949.

This extract does not say that by this
time he was a very wealthy man, and
possibly to keep from getting bored, went
into expensive real estate which found
him hob—nobbing with the entertainment



stars of the time. He also had a collection
of fine cars and was reputed to never
drive the same one two days running.

A little about  the radio
It is a big imposing tombstone measuring
21 inches high. In the USA the equivalent
radio would be the model 318 and for
this I had the service data. The 308
was the European export model having
LW which took the place of the lower
SW band (1.6 to 4.5 MHz) of the 318.

The wavebands are: SB (Standard
Broadcast) or MW. LW. SW1: 5 MHz to
12 MHz and SW2: 12 MHz to 22.5 MHz.

Other features for a European radio
are suitability for a mains voltage of 230V
(by two series connected windings) and
connections for a pick up. from an external
gramophone unit. which wouldn't have
been included on the 318. If you needed
to play records in  the US at that time you
probably purchased a large phonograph.

It is an 8 tube set with the aerial input
either “doublet” or long wire to a tuned
RF stage. Doublet (on-tuned dipole) is an

American term. not heard by me before and
AK sold a “D"  Doublet Antenna Kit. The
kit comprised coils of wire for the antenna
leads and then spacers. to use on the wire.
to create a parallel transmission line input
to the house and radio set. Visualising
this is easy if you think of the FM window
aerials that most of us will have tried.
Here. a piece of 300 ohm balanced feeder
is opened out at the ends to the desired
lengths to make. in this case, a tuned
aerial. To make the AK doublet antenna the
dipole sections would have been mounted
remote from the house. away from mains
borne electrical interference. and then the
feed in would have been balanced. To do
this the kit supplied spacers. standoffs
and importantly a dual lightening arrestor.
in information given to me the makers say
“... noise picked up by one of the two lead
ins is balanced out by bucking it against
identical noise in the other lead in.”

The RF stage is followed by the first
detector and oscillator (mixer). Next are
two lF stages of 472.5 kHz with a front
panel mounted sensitivity switch for the

first stage. This allows for gain reduction
on local stations. There is  a Shadowgraph
tuning meter in the anode feeds of the
mixer and the first IF stage. The next tube
is a double diode triode used for second
detection. AVG and AF pre-amplification.
This stage has a switched tone control for
top and bass cut. The audio output drives
a phase splitting transformer for the class
A push pull output stage producing about
6 watts. Rectification is full wave with the
field coil winding of the electro-dynamic
loudspeaker used as a smoothing choke.

The three gang tuning capacitor is built
with two sections for each gang. On the
lower frequency wavebands the sections
are switched in parallel but on the highest
SW band only one section is used. This
gives a more appropriate sized capacitor.
for resonance with the RF and oscillator
coils. and provides band-spreading
when tuning from 12 mHz to 22.5 mHz.

It uses a fan shaped dial that reveals
the frequency marked scales for each
band in an are shaped window. The
wave-band switch knob. through
mechanical linkage. moves the correct
scale into the window for each band.

Tuning is two-speed. with part of the
tuning mechanism being hinged. with an
indent spring that holds it in either position.
The speed is changed by the use of rubber
tyres against a toothed wheel as can be
seen in the pictures. Selection is made
by moving the knob in an arc. there being
a sufficiently large hole in the cabinet to
allow for the tuning shaft movement.

The rubber tyres were. as expected.
worn out and crumbling. There are
actually three needed but reproduction
parts are available (Reference 3).

The cabinet
As it  was 2013 summer time. and during
a heat wave. it was ideal for spraying
lacquer. so I decided to start with the
Pooley made cabinet. Pooley. like Atwater
Kent were located in Philadelphia. and
had nearly 50 years of experience in
making fine furniture. When the radio
business started they were one of the first
companies to make exclusively cabinets
for radios in a plant that took up a whole
city block. This particular cabinet was
in very good condition with only minor
knocks and dents. a couple of extra
socket holes in one side. and a white stain
on top probably from a hot cup. It was
certainly not going to need a complete
strip and refinish and would have been
a very complex cabinet to do anyway.

Firstly the cabinet was cleaned Inside
and out with white spirit and then the
outside was 'flatted' with a fine grade of
wet and dry abrasive paper. After dust
removal and masking I filled the wounds
in the black trim with car body filler
and then sprayed it with Halfords satin
black acrylic. Whilst doing this it could
be seen how the cabinet was finished
originally. The trim was brush painted
first. and the picture shows it was not
done with great accuracy. Then it was
‘shot' with several coats of already toned



The chassis after restoration
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lacquer and that was the job done.
For me. moving on, the holes and

wounds in the veneered parts were
filled in. mainly with car body filler. and
then touched in with artist's oil paints.
I attempted to disguise the top white
ring in the same way before spraying
the whole cabinet with Mohawk satin
lacquer. This didn't look good so I very
carefully stripped the top. stained it
and coloured it with the paints before
more lacquer. It's not a perfect match
to the original toner but does look fine
displayed in normal room lighting.

After a few weeks i rubbed out the
cabinet with #0000 wire wool and wax
for a low key shine. I was pleased that I
had made no attempt to hide the finger
nail marks around the control knobs
as those to me are truly history.

The knobs
l was told by my friend Peter Lankshear.
an AK aficionado. that the fitted Bakelite
knobs were not original. Even to me the
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small one looked wrong against the others.
They were of a push fit type packed out
with thick cardboard as the spring steel
strips had been lost down the years. The
alignment instructions show pictures of the
knobs and these look identical in outline to
wooden ones that I had seen pictures of.
Peter very kindly managed to get replica
ones made. complete with brass bushes
and grub screws, using a set of his as
examples. These are really beautiful and
those of the same size match exactly.

The chassis
l was really delighted with this the first
moment I looked in the back of the cabinet.
Not the normal. now often tired or rusty
cadmium plating, but nickel plating and
not a trace of rust anywhere. The coil cans
look as if they are actually made from nickel
sheet but the tops are pressed aluminium
but again with no corrosion. This radio never
spent time in a damp shed or garage.

It was going to be an attractive looking
chassis when finished as I already guessed

I would re-spray the gold painted steel
screening cans and the dark brown mains
transformer shrouds. A look underneath
showed that these would have to be
removed as much of the wiring from their exit
holes had crumbling rubber insulation. In fact
a lot of the wiring wasn't good enough to
remain and I decided to do a complete rewire
rather than just change the worst pieces.

Refinishing chassis parts is in my opinion
acceptable once you have done re-spray
work on the cabinet. it is unlikely to look like
an aged old radio again. Only once, for me,
have I been lucky enough to find a wooden
cabinet that was original and hardly marked.
l just  sympathetically restored the electronics.

Anyway back to the AK. the only missing
items were three floating Fahnestock
clips for the aerial input and three canned
electrolytlcs but fortunately their clamps had
been riveted to the chassis and so were
still there. Into them titted standard 1 1A"

diameter types and these were sourced at
a swap meet to be re—stufled with chunky,
confidence inepiring, BVWS replacements.
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I was able to source new Fahnestock clips later and these are
simply soldered to the lead out wires and dangle behind the set. I have
seen the use of these clips before on Philco and other US radios but
then they were riveted to an insulating panel mounted on the chassis.

Something not seen before was a black cardboard heat shield
on one output valve next to an electrolytic capacitor: This originally
would have been in a cardboard case and possibly had its life
shortened by drying out. As the shield was disintegrating I decided
not to replace it reasoning that it wouldn’t be needed for a modern.
high temperature, component inside a large aluminium can.

Starting work on the electronics
The first items to be removed, from the main chassis,
were the dial plate and tuning mechanism. After
cleaning the new rubber parts were soon in place.

Things just got better, after I had made up a chassis stand.
which was actually one modified from EMI sets that I had restored.
l was to see that the RF front end, including tuning gang, and the
wave-change switch were mounted on a sub chassis supported
on now perished rubber buffers. I had some perfect replacements
but not enough of them and so ordered some more from the USA
(Reference 4). They are ideal being much softer and correct than
the often used grommets. If you haven't looked at this web site it
is well worth a visit to see the wonderful array of parts available.

All the radio metal parts and the tuning mechanism are of very
high quality. Underneath the chassis it looks crowded and not to
the same standard but this was early days and two chassis table
model sets were never made in the USA (as far as i know). Over
here such a radio would have been on two chassis: even the EKCO
A097 is and that has only 6 valves (no tuned RF stage or push pull).

I sent a picture of the underneath of the chassis. as it
was originally. to our Editor who made this comment: “That
photograph looks like a layout from the mind of a madman!
Amazing stuff — I find it fascinating and disorientating at
the same time". Well to be fair there were replacement
components hooked in there that made it  look worse.

Peter defended their wiring methods. "Although it looks
like a “rat's nest" it was really planned. The philosophy
seems to have been that fancy wiring works no better and
by using pre-cut leads on components that didn't need
separate mountings a lot of time could be saved. Most
owners would not see or care about out of sight wiring."

But it could all be checked and rewired with time and patience.
Once I had noted and marked the wires to be disconnected then the
sub chassis was removed and could be cleaned and re-wired first.

The sub-chassis, strip and rewire
Mounting i t .  with easy access to both sides, was
achieved using pieces of tube in which I made one and
threaded by the use of soldered on T-Nuts. These could
be joined together using cut off pieces of studding.

Wanting to proceed cautiously, with a way back. I made
a clear diagram of the sub-chassis wiring as photographs
never show all the detail. This was done in CorelDRAw
before removing the waveband switch for access.

Some would claim it is unnecessary to go to all this trouble
and I too could take it apart and just wire it back together
with the circuit diagram. But sometimes these are incorrect,
often not getting updated with changes which were possibly
done by "Dealer Notes“ now lost. I did check it to the circuit
diagram (note the upside down Ohms symbol to indicate
M Ohms) of the 318 model not finding one for the 308. as I
proceeded. i t  all agreed apart from one ‘tracker' capacitor but
this is due to the change of the 1.6 — 4.5 MHz range to LW.

By checking to the circuit diagram. if it was wired
differently than I would be aware of it. Then I could decide
is the circuit wrong. the original wiring wrong or has
somebody changed it? But at least i would know.

The tuning gang
As usual the gang was dirty probably from open fires and tobacco
smoke and I began with a wash in hot water with a little detergent
and a soft toothbrush. It seemed to come up reasonably clean and
was rinsed firstly in cold water and then de-ionised water and left

I
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The refurbished tuning drive

to dry on the central heating boiler. Later. l was disappointed with i t
as there was still a lot of dark brown crud in places. So it  was given
the “Quick Wash" cycle in  the dishwasher that I knew from previous
experience would do it no harm. As can be seen after drying out
it was spotless and of course dishwashers leave no residue.

The waveband switch
The switch is well made and even has brass inserts
built into the wafer. This stops the wafers being cracked
when tightening up the nuts on the switch studs.

The switch contacts can easily be  visualised: just put the
nails of the thumb and a finger together. The wipers grip the
rotor inner ring and the shorter contacts the moving arm.
These small contact areas have now worn away the rotors
and in  many places go through the plating to the brass.

Examining the switch under a magnifying light it could be
seen that one contact had been bent so that the top arm didn’t
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The completed sub—chassis

make connection. The contact next to i t
was covered in  solder over the moving
arm so it must have been a slip of the
soldering iron when the radio was made.
The bottom arm of the contact actually
still made a connection but I didn't want
to leave it like that. I could have attempted
to re-dress the contact arm with the wafer
in situ but to me that's a very hit and miss
way to do it.  From experience I need the
wafer in my hand and under the 'mag'
light again to see what needs to be done.

The first thing to do was to make yet
another diagram. Over the years I have
taken a number of switches apart and
actually used to make them in the early
days with Plessey switch kits and it 's very

. Illim
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easy to get confused. I intended to only
remove the back two waters but made a
complete diagram in case I found other
things that didn't look right under cioser
examination. The tendency then is to push
on with nothing on  paper and trusting to
memory which is a bad way to  proceed.

Once i had removed all the solder.
with de-solder mop, from the adjacent
contact i t  was fairly easy to adjust
the other with a small pair of pliers.

The switch was then resassembled. with
each wafer given a tiny squirt of DEOXIT.
checked visually and then repeatedly
with an LCR meter capable of reading
to fractions of an ohm. I was happy that
all was now as good as it could be.
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The sub-chassis re-assembly
The pitched dipped coils and their
screening cans had been cleaned,
given new wire and replaced one at a
time. Then the lubricated tuning gang
was put back with wires hanging free.
And so to the waveband switch. This
was initially just laid in place on the
chassis. allowing a little movement. for
better access to solder some of the
connections from it. With these done it
was bolted in place and the remaining
wires, from chassis items, reconnected.

i did change one silver mica (SM) tracker:
it measured 100M Ohm but being as l have
never measured a SM that didn't show
G Ohms. at hundreds of volts. I wasn't



happy about it. it was marked “Micamould”
and some of these have had bad press
on US forums and for larger values are
apparently not even mica but wax paper.
This one was SM though once I had
taken it apart. I could see nothing wrong
inside but the first and last plates were
mounted on cardboard so perhaps It was
this that was causing the minor leakage.

The main chassis
Before starting I did another detailed layout
diagram. Because my A4 printer was 10
years old. and on its last legs. i bought
an A3 inkiet printer. The larger paper size
was very helpful. The layout was checked
against the 318 circuit diagram and one
resistor was found that was of a different
value. This was the cathode resistor
for the 1st detector and oscillator, 2A7.
being an original 500 ohms (not 300) but
being as it measured 650 i changed it.

Another difference to the 318 circuit is the
addition of a rear mounted panel that allows
connection of a pickup. for a Gramophone
unit. a feature not normal for US customers.

The main chassis strip and rewire
I didn't actually strip it completely but firstly
took off the mains and IF transformers (the
coils again were pitched dipped) giving me a
clear top deck. This was then brushed clean
in the upside down position before cleaning
with thinners used with cotton buds and
strips of cloth: all done outside of course.

The mains transformer shrouds were
removed. for new wire and a re-spray.
Wire gauges may have been rated for higher
current carrying capability in the days the
radio was made and apparently US ratings
were less conservative than British as well.
The heater wiring was done in a cascade
manner so that the start wires were carrying

A leaky Micamoulrj cap

a lot of current, more than 7A. It used a
stranded wire and with them twisted tightly
measured 0.7mm in diameter. I had some
silicon rubber covered wire of 16 strands
that measured 1mm but was only rated at
3A. However. the transformer lead out wires.
carrying more than 8A were a larger diameter
and I replaced these with three lengths of
the 14 strand. stripped of insulation. twisted
together and insulated with heat shrink tubing.

Originally the transformer heater wires
were wired to the nearest output tube. and
then continued from there. It wasn't a great
arrangement as the pins on that had 5 wires
on each. This included resistance wire. for
the dial lamp and for the heater centre taps
(5 ohms each). I didn't want to rewire it like
this and so made up a connection panel,
using Paxolin sheet and eyelets. with 16
SWG bus bars. to solder the wiring. On this i
also included new resistors in series with the
dial lamp and the shadow meter that were
originally resistance wire from another tube.
I could see why they had added resistance
in series with the lamps: both bulbs are
difficult to change and that for the shadow
meter is almost impossible without removing
the tuning dial assembly. The connection
panel was made to mount on the extra long
transformer fixing bolts. So as not to need
wire of greater load carrying specification
than 3A. I changed the arrangement to
three separate feeds for the tubes.

From here it was a case of slowly removing
wires, tag panels and components.
Many resistors. with a proprietary colour
code. measured close to the maker's value
although some were as much as 80% high
and replaced. The resistors. a type not seen
by me before, have metal ends that seem to
be a high lead content solder. They certainly
melt if a 60W iron is held on them for long.

For the wax paper capacitors it was

not possible to re—stuff these as the tubes
disintegrated. So I made replicas from styrene
tube wrapped in gummed brown paper and
appropriate labels. As can be seen. they are
not marked with actual value. and working
voltage. but a 3 digit code. The service
data has a sheet that translates this and
the resistor colour code. i measured most
of the capacitors for value and leakage.
A couple were open circuit and the rest
had leakages down to 8M ohms at the
rated voltage. These were low by modern
standards being 100 or 200V with 3 at 450V.

Mains lead and volume onioff switch
The old lead was replaced with a 'silk’
covered 3 core PVC cable (Reference 5)
so that the chassis now has a mains
earth. The volume control was past its
best and upgraded to one having a 2
pole switch (Reference 6) so safety has
been improved. Of course it wouldn't
meet current regulations: “What! it doesn't
have a back cover". “It doesn't need it
as there are no exposed terminals."

Power up and first tests
At this time there was no point in putting
back the complex tuning gang drive and
the mechanically moved wave band dial. It
would have just made working on the chassis
more cumbersome. The first thing was to
see if it worked and voltages were close
to those given on the AK circuit diagram.

Of course I had fitted a set of cleaned
and tested valves. Cleaning to me
always includes the pins and sockets
some of which I tightened slightly.

There were no instant. must switch off
worries. and most voltages were acceptable.
The HT was high (more on this later) but
the most important measurements. those
of the tube cathode voltages were correct.

225V
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Circuit of V5 Second Detector and Pre- Amp
Modifications shown in red.
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Drive in slow motion {35 turns).

Toothed wheel 1 drives tyre 4 but this is disengaged from wheel 5. Wheel 1 also
drives against the edge of tyre 2 which turns tyre 3. Tyre 3 rotates against the
toothed wheel 5 on the tuning gang shaft. The indent spring locks the hinged
mechanism in the down position.

Knowing this it was reassuring that the
tube currents would be about right.

After casual alignment of the IF trimmers
stations could be heard but so could hum
with the volume control at minimum. This
was with the speaker. which was in perfect
condition. on extended leads in an open
topped box. I always like to get the speaker
away from the chassis when working on
it as it is so easy to damage the cone.

Hum hum hum
Experience shows that if hum is
unacceptable with the speaker out of the
cabinet it will be even more so once it is
back in. I now spent a lot of time trying
to track it down. It seemed to be a mix of
50Hz and 100Hz and I slowly worked my
way through the obvious things. A good
check was to disconnect the output valve
grids and terminate them with resistors. The
hum was now pretty much non-existent.
This proved that with the chassis, passing
normal HT current, it wasn't from the
speaker field coil and that the hum bucking
arrangement of the voice coil was excellent.

I rechecked the heater wiring searching
for earth loops and trying the balancing of
the heater centre tapped resistors to earth
to no avail. But doing this did show that
the screening of the grid lead to the 55
tube could be improved. Note that with its
steel screening can it was well protected
from stray electro-magnetic fields.

For me, it’s always a good idea to
redraw a piece of circuitry for a better
understanding. So I redraw the circuit around
the AF pre-amp, see diagram. It shows how
the makers got around not having reliable
high value electrolytics for decoupling and
cathode bias as are readily available today.
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Drive in rapid motion (3.5 turns].

Toothed wheel 1 still drives tyre 2 but tyre 3 is disengaged from wheel 5. Tyre 4
is now engaged with wheel 5 and turns the tuning gang. The indent spring locks
the hinged mechanism in the up position. The tab on wheel 5 {6) comes into
contact with tyre 3 for a positive stop.

The anode decouping for the stage, is
from R22 using 025 but this does not return
to earth but to the tube cathode and. for
low frequencies. to the grid via R21. So
for HT line ripple all the triode elements
'wobble' up and down with diminished affect
from the ripple. i t  does explain why extra
HT line decoupling made little difference
to the burn from the speaker and the hum
does increase if 025 is disconnected.

And then a breakthrough: i asked Peter
how low was the hum level from his AK 44?
(a similar cabinet style with single ended
output stage but again using a field coil
speaker) and sent him details of my findings.
Apart from saying that the hum was very low
he remarked that the HT was high for my
chassis. It's so easy to dismiss this as the
valves will easily withstand higher voltages.
bias will automatically adjust for tube
CUrrents and modern capacitors have been
used throughout with a voltage specification
well in excess of the requirements.

But what about the heaters? I measured
these and instead of 2.5V they were close
to 3V. This isn't good and + or -- 10% is
norrnaliy said to be the acceptable limit.

Voltages were high for a combination
of high mains voltage and a generously
wound mains transformer. At the time
the line voltage was 246V so about
7% above the 230i! heped for back in
the 30's. This alone should have made
the heater voltages around 2.7V.

I was certainly going to reduce the input
voltage to the mains transformer and
usually the easiest way to do this is add
resistance with the metal clad types being
the most convenient. Often they can be
screwed to chassis somewhere out of sight
and have the whole of it as a heat sink.

For this chassis there wasn’t a convenient
place so I mounted one in each supply
leg (two as they were easily obtainable
values) onto a piece of aluminium which
attached to two existing chassis holes.

The result of adding 47 ohms in each
supply lead was to reduce the transformer
input to 211V. the heater voltages to
2.52V and the HT voltage to 225V (The
AK circuit gives 21 UV} rather than 285V.

And then a bonus: the hum from the
speaker was lower by maybe a half and
the signal at the 55 anode down by the
same with nearly all the reduction from
the more irritating 50H: component. I
was really pleased with this as now l
could move on with confidence that the
hum at low volume would be acceptable
with the speaker back in the cabinet.

Why was the 50H: component
reduced? Perhaps with a lower heater
voltage there were less escaping
electrons from the cathode assembly
to reach the grid of the 55 tube.

Response from the gramophone input
I had already judged that the audio frequency
performance of the chassis was good from
the 'fun with the hum’. The speaker was
obviously still efficient at low frequencies and
the phase splitting and output transformers
were probably well designed. As I intended
to try the input with an EMl playing deck
(see Bulletins 2009 No.4 and 2012 No. 3) I
tried an audio generator connected to the
input. By ear. with the tone control switched
to the inoperative position (flat). the radio
and speaker were starting to fall off at 60H:
rolling away by 30Hz. At the high frequency
and. roll off started at around 4kHz with the
chassis becoming deaf by about 7kHz.



There was a mistake on the diagram _
for connecting a gramophone unit in that
the label said to open connections 1 and
2 and use 1 and 3. But this is wrong and
it should be use connections 2 and 3
as shown on the new label I made (and
placed in the position of the original).

The tone control switch and circuit
The switch. to my mind. seems to be
designed in reverse with the most clockwise
position being ‘flat’, that is no tone correction.
The next two positions are conventional
top out by capacitors from the 55 anode.
The last position gives some top and bass
out (about GdB at 200 Hz} by shorting out
a low resistance winding (15 ohms) on the
phase splitting transformer. This lowers the
primary inductance from 17H to 12H and
hence the response falls off more rapidly
with frequency. This seems to me quite
clever as with only a little extra transformer
wire an additional feature was added
that could be advertised at the time.

The loudspeaker and grill cloth
This to me is worth a special mention as
it is so beautifully made. For looks it has a
two tone paint finish and a neatly and safely
shrouded output transformer. Everything can
be removed easily as it‘s all held together
with screws and either tapped holes or nuts.
Even the cone is held in place by a clamp
ring and screws. with no glue. and the AK
Items List shows it as a spares item at the
time. The attention to detail goes further
as the model for the speaker is stamped
into a neat gold plated badge rather than
nothing or a paper label as other makers
might have done. I expected the number to
be 318 but it seems they lowered the field
coil resistance for this model. by about 15%,
and so it got its own particular badge.

The grill cloth was replaced with a
closely matching cloth from Bret’s Old
Radios. who has an Ebay shop. It is
best to buy the sample pack of cloths
as some are not really suitable for radio
replacement being too heavy and difficult
to mount. This cloth was just right.

IF Alignment and bandwidth
Now it was time to do a more accurate IF
alignment which is particularly nice on this
chassis as its all done from the top. The IF
cans have removable lids with the trimmers
looking upwards. Because the IFs are
over-coupled it is necessary to use a damping
resistor and series capacitor to shunt the
winding not being trimmed. This has been
made easy as there are tags to facilitate this.

I did connect the Wobbulator, just
out of Interest. and the response was a
nice smooth curve of about 7kHz wide.
Interestingly the shape hardly changed from
low level to the AVG being fully operative.

After I had replaced the complex
tuning drive. the wave band dial with
its bulb fitting and the shadow meter,
then I could do the RF alignment.

The tuning gang drive, pointer and dial
A description of these items is
shown on a separate diagram.

Broken offtop cap on the55tubei
Now before doing the HF alignment I made
an elementary error! Of course I knew that
you shouldn‘t take top caps off of precious
valves by just fingers working them free.
You should use a flat blade (a screwdriver
will do) and lever them off against the
base of the cap. But I didn't do that on
this occasion. I was taking the caps off to
remove the valve cans prior to spraying
with Gold Plasticoat. So alas. the grid cap
for the 55 pro-amplifier broke free snapping
the wire right at the top of the glass pinch.

Fortunately all was not lost as I knew
it was possible to make a successful
repair. For a modest sum I had bought a
diamond warding file set. Very carefully.
using one of the files, I filled down the top
of the pinch by about 1mm to expose the
wire. This is best done over a clean bench
so that the dust can be blotted up with
masking tape for disposal. Once the wire
was cleaned and tinned. I wound a few

' “—.- 1—; -

The 55  tube filed back

The speaker and badge
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turns around it of a strand of wire from a
piece of flexible cable before soldering.

The hole in the top cap was cleaned
and some of the old adhesive removed
before securing the top cap back in
place with a little Araldite Steel and very
quickly soldering the thin wire. It was
then given a long soak test on the valve
tester and works just as before: whewl

The FIF alignment
The instmctions for this were given for the
318 model and are straight forward to do
with all adjustment from the top. in the
same manner as for the IF transformers.
For LW I simply optimised the trimmers for
best reception of Radio Four. I made more
of an effort for MW and actually changed
the capacitor in parallel with the tracker
trimmer. Its value was high and I couldn't
get the trimmer set. Once alignment was
complete then the tracking was accurate,
across the band. to within 3 or 4%.



The two short wavebands were easy to do
with just peak alignment at one frequency.

Initial performance
This was very good on a 25 foot long
wire aerial. Plenty of stations were
received on the MW and LW bands
and even some on the SW bands. The
audio performance seemed pleasant
but the speaker was not yet back in the
cabinet so this was hard to judge.

The shadow meter had little movement
and was disappointingly dim and. which I put
down to the celluloid screen being fogged.
So I took the meter out again. which meant
disassembly of the tuning drive (Groani). and
removed the screen by bending back tags on
the case. it was better than any replacement
material I tried and even improved after
polishing both sides with metal polish.
(Actually, with the radio finished and installed
in the lounge, where there is not so much
light, illumination was quite satisfactory)-

lt’s important to use a tubular bulb that
needs to be positioned so that the filament
alignment is spot on with the meter vane.
On some meters this is adjustable by the
lamp bracket being in a slot. But not so
here, alignment is made by bending the
bracket arm. The only way to do this. and
see what is happening. is with the meter
on the bench and using external supp-lies.
This meter adjusted very well and with
no voltage to the coil the shadow was
pencil thin. it needed about 12V for the
greatest shadow of around half an inch.

Another thing I didn‘t like was the
temperature of the mains transformer at 50
degrees C. An easy soiution was to change
the output valve common cathode resistor
from 250 to 680 ohms. This reduced the
nominal anode currents from 60 to 34 mA
and reduced the transformer temperature
by 12 degrees C with still adequate output
power. But of course the HT went higher
to 258V (from 225V}. Not seemingly much
of a disadvantage but I did recheck the
dial calibrations as I didn't know how
good the local oscillator stability was.

But back to the shadow meter: it was
almost redundant on the aerial I was
using. Back in the old days. when 100 foot

aerials. 30 feet high were not unusual.
enough AGO might have been generated
to cause the front and tubes to reduce
current such that the meter did something.
Sharp eyed readers may have noticed
the circuit diagram voltages around the
detector. This shows the cathode at 46V
which is a tot of AGO delay before diode
D1 conducts. With my HT now at 258V
there was even more delay with a cathode
voltage of 70. Was my higher HT causing
this? With the stated HT voitage of 21W,
by removing the rectifier and using a
bench supply, I measured 57V so higher
than given on the circuit diagram.

I asked Peter if his AK 44? actually did
indicate and he said it did but it was no
use comparing circuits as they are very
different around the AGO generation. But
he agreed that with so much AGO delay
the meter would have a very flat response.
So why not reduce R20 the main cathode
resistor and possibly rewire the sensitivity
switch such that R11 shunted R20 in one
position. This to me was a neat idea and
it was easy to do and what use was the
switch as it was. It’s hard to imagine current
short aerials needing it. So it was rewired
as shown on the attached circuit of V5 but
I did connect to the cathode as this was
physically easier to do and I could see no
disadvantage. R11 was still too high for
good meter indications and so I added 18K
across it discretely under the tag panel.

In use the switch would still appear to an
unknowing user as a sensitivity switch but
in reality allows AGO action and shadow
meter indication on many stations rather
than as before on only one very powerful
station. With an HT of 258V the AGO delays
(V5 cathode voltage) are now 70V and 23V.

Conclusions and final performance
It isn’t one of the easiest radios l have
rewired but the removable sub-chassis
was a great help as were the layout
diagrams I made. Things that made it
difficuit were items on top of others with
some sharing a common fixing. Solder
tags could have very large holes and
others none at all. Also. the resistors butt
up almost to the tag and so soldering has
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to be from the underside which in some
places is tricky because of access. No
wonder, originally. many tags had huge
blobs of solder. But a real plus point was
that everything was robust so there were
no problems with broken connection
points. I imagine in the time that I took to
re-wire this one the ‘speedy ladies' would
have wired a years supply to the shops.

All the windings were trouble free even
the shadow meter. AK of course had many
years of making automotive ignition systems
before starting into radio. They clearly
learnt how to make windings reiiable.

In future I shall be looking for the
HT being too high, on first switch
on. any radio that I restore.

Listening to 78 recordings, with an
attached HMV gramophone unit. I doubt
that any owners who used the gramophone
input would have been disappointed.
i had another unit. connected to an
Hl'l 650 radio. which gave less hum
and sounded slightly more pleasant.
But for that I had spent more time
on equalisation and connections.

I did a comparison of performance.
on the same 25 foot garden aerial. to
the HMV 650. This. for those that don't
know it, has a similar valve arrangement
having a tuned RF amplifier and again
two IF amplifier stages. For sensitivity,
and being able to select stations out of
the awful noise of the MW band. there
wasn't anything to choose between
them. Both received R4 on LW clearly.

Peter said that this was to be expected
as by 1934 most circuit development had
been done and valves didn’t change very
much internally, apart from the filament.
Many of the valves in the 650 would have
had similar characteristics to those in
the 308. Final thoughts are that it is a
very well made and beautiful radio.

References:
1: Guide to Broadcasting Stations.
Philip Darrington. 1987783
2: www.atwaterkentradio.ccmfatwaterhtm
3: www.adamsradio.comf
4: www.renovatedradlos.comlpartshtml
5: www.lampsandlights.co.ukiflexphp
6: www.btore—ericonur
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Chassis design of the Fada Bullet
range of rad ios a... ..........
The Fada* Bullet, or Streamliner, series of radios are highly valued and avidly collected for
their brightly coloured Catalin cabinets. The streamliher shape is evocative of high-speed
trains, cars and motorcycles being designed all over the world in the 19303: Fada's
innovation was to apply this to a radio. I believe that Fada did use the word ‘streamliner'
to describe their creation, but probably not ‘bullet’ which has negative undertones,
but it's the latter word which tends to be used today to describe this shape.

Figure 1: The classic pose of a Fada Bullet radio: a model i 16  - short and medium wave. five-valve superhet. Photo courtesy of Carl Glover.
In Reference 1, John Sideli (who was a dealer
in modern antique collectables) wrote of the
early days of Catalin radio collecting. in the
US in the 19805: 'For me, the radios were
like warm and wonderful blocks of color in
an infinite variety of shapes to be played with
and put together in various combinations
like an ever-changing collage of color, line
and form. i used to tell people that it was
totally incidental to me that they were radios.
and I think that in large part this was really
true. It was the material I was in love with —
fabulous colored boxes in Deco and Modems
designs — and certainly not the fact that you
could plug them in. i always hated those ugly
electrical cords'. Eloquent words: everyone is
entitled to their own opinion about any object,
and this explains well why the demand for
these radios, and hence the price, is so high.
Vintage radio enthusiasts —- who presumably
don't hate the electrical cords - are in
competition with collectors of stylish plastic
obiects, of which radios are just one example.

Many pictures of these radios are available
in books and on the intemet, but the chassis

and detailed internal designs are not so
well documented. possibly because the
owners are hesitant to remove the chassis
and risk damaging the cabinet. There is
even conflicting information on the intemet
on what exactly went on inside these bright
cabinets. Their electrical design is regarded
as being very minimalist in the ‘all american
five' genre, and of little interest in itself. I
disagree with this view: the chassis of the
Bullet evolved ‘behind the scenes' as radio
design and valve technology changed. in
this article I want to redress the balance and
publish details and pictures of the chassis
used inside these radios, to resolve any
ambiguities, and to set the record straight.

A Little about Catalin and Fada
Catalin is the trade name of a then'nosetting
polymer plastic formulation purchased by the
Catalin Corporation from Germany, which it
then licensed to Fada and many other radio
manufacturers. Catalin was transparent, almost
colourless, and it could be dyed using bright
colours or even marbled if the dye liquid

was swirted into the body material, rather
than fully mixed. The hot syrupy liquid was
poured into lead moulds and oven baked
to harden into its final shape. Once set the
casting was removed from the mould, and
it than needed considerable de—flashing and
polishing to achieve the final clean shape
and bright finish. Although the production
process was still largely manual, it was
less labour intensive than making wooden
cabinets, and therefore didn't have to result
in an expensive radio. Fada coined the term
'FADA-lucent' to refer to their Catalin cabinets,
and described them as 'resembling precious
stones’. Since the mixing in of colours
was a human activity, every cabinet was
unique, and that adds to the attractiveness
of these radios to collectors today.

Although we tend to concentrate on the
use of Bakelite, Catalin and other plastics
in radios, it should be remembered that
these materials were revolutionising how
clocks. pens, jewellery, cameras, electrical
fittings. kitchen utensils, toys and any
number of other everyday objects were

'Footnote: I believe Fada was pronounced 'fader', at least in the Long Island, New York area. where the radios were made. ‘
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produced from the 19305 onwards.
Catalin seems to have been the saviour

of the Feds company. A victim of the Great
Depression, it had filed for bankruptcy in the
mid-19305. been saved by new investors.
and struggled on into the second half of
the decade. The company offered mainly
wooden-cased radios (along with hundrecls of
other radio manufacturers). and some in brown
and ivory ‘plastic' and Bakelite cabinets. It
used Catalin for the first time with the model
5F50 in 1938. and then evolved the sales
strategy of offering several striking colour

versions (typically five) for each model. with
the 5F60. also launched In 1938. All of these
early Catalin radios. a mixture of TBFs and
superhets. and using large envelope valves
are very collectable today. By the time the first
Bullet model was launched in  1940, consumers
had accepted the use of Catalin. and expected
to be able to choose their radio from several
colour schemes: it was the dynamic shape of
the Bullet that excited the market. Reference 2
shows a large selection of Catalin and Bakelite
radios. and seems to be kept up-to—date
with current auctions of these obiects.
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Figure 2 (above): The model 115 schematic. which
includes details of the significant difference between
the 115 and the model 116. I think this schematic is
ambiguous as to which model is equipped with short
wave coverage. as well as the medium wave band.
and has led to some confusion on the intemet.

Figure 3 (left): Three-quarter front view
of the model 116 chassis.

One drawback of Catalin was that
it was prone to cracking. especially at
stress points such as control and screw
fixing holes. and this caused some early
mortality and returns from dealers and
purchasers. Even today. collectors are wary
of inducing cracks in their Catalin cabinets.
and are careful not to over-tighten screws.
or to stress the cabinets in any way.

From a colour stability point of view, Catalin
was not a great success. though it's not clear
(to me at least) how quickly changes in surface
colour started to occur after manufacture.
and what the owners of these radios thought
about this process at the time. Presumably it
depended on exactly where in the house the
radio was located with respect to the windows.
heat sources and so on. The colour changed
drastically over the years. and because of
these changes. there appear to be more
colour combinations around today than were
ever manufactured. and some original coiours
are very rare. The colour change is a surface
effect caused by the W in  daylight. Some
collectors strip back the surface by chemical
means to reveal the original colour, while
others are happy with the altered colours.
Ultra keen (and well off) collectors like to
have one example of each on their shelves.

The original colours were indicated
by a two letter code after themodel
number: for example a model 115AR had
an alabaster (white) with red cabinet.
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Figure 5: Close-up view of the left-hand side {as viewed from the rear) of the model 116 chassis.
The hole to the right of the frequency changer valve (a 12AS?GT) is the subject of some debate. as
to whether it was intended that it should eventually accommodate an RF stage. or was there simply
to pass wires between the coil and the bottom of the chassis. The equal sized gangs on the tuning
capacitor and the wave change slide switch (unconnected on this example) can also be seen.

Figure 7": An exat‘nple at a mode l  200 on  eBay: you can clearly see the  hole next to the
rather rusty tuning capacitor. still vacant and waiting for an RF amplifier to be fitted.
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section calibrated for the medium wave band {known
as the ‘broadcast' band in the US]. and the lower
section showing short wave frequencies and bands.

Models 115 and 116
The first incarnations of Fada's distinctive
Bullet cabinet shape were the models
115 (see Figure 1) and 116. introduced
in 1940. The radios’ chassis employed a
conventional five—valve superhet design
using octal-based valves as follows:
123A? local oscillator / frequency changer;
128K? IF amplifier at 456kHz: 12807
detector I AVG I AF amplifier; 50LSGT
audio output stage; and SSZSGT mains
rectifier. The 50L6 is a beam tetrode valve
with a 50V 150mA heater, not too different
in performance from the well-known
61.6, which has a 6.3V QDDmA heater.

Fada advertised the radio as “a
powerful 5 tube superheterodyne with 7
tube performance'. referring to the valve
performing the combined detector, AVG and
AF amplifier functions. They used this valve
line-up for other very similar contemporary
chassis designs. for example in the models
148 and 220. both of which used more
conventional brown bakelite cabinets.

Figure 2 shows the 115/116 schematic.
The transformerless power supply allowed
operation from AC or DC mains at the US
nominal voltage of 117V (the wide operating
range of 105V-125V is often specified on
a label on such a radio), which no doubt
varied greatly from location to location. The
clever aspect of this combination of valves
is that their heater voltages neatly add up to
the mains voltage supplied to homes in the
US (give or take a few volts) and. at 150mA.
their heater currents are all the same. This
allows all the heaters to be connected
in series. The radio's total power from
the mains was about 30W. As was often
used in radios at the time, the inductance
of the field winding of the loudspeaker
was used to smooth the HT supply.

The circuit design was so optimised that
considerable thought was even given to how
the dial lamp was powered. and rectifier
valves were designed to facilitate this. The
dial lamp specified was a 6.31! 150nm
‘type 47' which was very commonly used
on similar radios. The 35V heater on the
3525GT is tapped at the TWZBV point and
the dial lamp is connected across this 71!
potential. As the heaters warm up. although
the current through them initially surges



and then settles down. the voltage across
the 7V portion of the rectifier’s heater stays
more or less constant and so doesn‘t blow
the bulb. I believe the circuit also allows
the bulb to be blown. and the radio to still
work without stressing the valves too much.
The user of the radio was supposed to fit
a new bulb as soon as possible. but at
least the radio could still be used, while a
replacement bulb was being tracked down.

Chassis removal
Removal of the chassis from the cabinet
is a simple task: the two knobs pull off.
and three screws need to be removed
from underneath the cabinet. As far as I
can see. there was no attempt to isolate
these screws from stray fingers that might
have attempted to pick up the radio
while it was still plugged into the mains
and perhaps with its chassis connected
to the live feed. I would think that with
the US mains voltage of 117V or so. you
would have felt a distinct tingle. but not
the same bite you get from the UK mains.
The chassis then slides backwards - a tilt
is needed to clear the handle — and out
it comes complete with its built-in aerial
and 4—inch loudspeaker. The very compact
audio output transformer is accommodated
on top of the frame of the loudspeaker.

Figure 3 shows a view of a 116 chassis
from the front. and Figure 4 is a view
under the chassis. The SDuF and 20uF
HT supply smoothing capacitors were

originally housed in an above chassis
can. which is missing on this example.
having been replaced by modern
components fitted under the chassis.

The chassis is 91/2-inch long by Ski-inches
deep by Sic-inches high. and as would be
expected from such a midget receiver. it is
well-packed. above and below deck. The
use of octal valves allows close packing of
the valves. as their envelopes are slightly
narrower than their bases. which wasn't the
case with previous generations of valves.
The hole to the right of the frequency
changer stage (see Figure 5 for a close
up view) carries wires from the short wave
aerial coil and the bandswitch to the
underside of the chassis. The diameter
of the hole is 1-inch. which is the right
size for another octal valve socket to be
added. There is only one small hole - to
the side of the big hole - which was used
to mount a bracket carrying the coil. and
so a valve socket could not have been
simply dropped in and fixed with rivets
without at least slightly modifying the
chassis - see later for more about this hole.

The 115 was fitted with a built in aerial
called the ‘FA-DA-SCOPE'. a loop aerial
wound on the inside of the back cover.
This is spaced away from the rear of the
chassis by about War-inches. presumably
to prevent the metal of the chassis and
the valves themselves from damping the
coil and affecting its inductance. If you
need to open up the rear of the radio.
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for example to change a valve. the aerial
has to be unsoldered because of the
short wires connecting it into the chassis.
unless you have very long and thin fingers.
Fada adopted the slogan ‘Plug-ln. Play’
(evocative of the 1995 Intel and Microsoft
Windows mantra of 'Plug and play'
for easy use of peripherals with PCs}
showing how easy the radio was to use
since it did not need an external aerial.

With its drop-down handle. in itself an
innovation which was soon copied by other
manufacturers. the radio was designed
to be transportable. The hope was that
users would carry the radio around from
room to room. but eventually see the
inconvenience of this. and get to the stage
where they purchased extra radios for these
rooms. i doubt that modern day owners of
Bullets carry them around by the handle.

The FA-DA-SCOPE aerial was also
fitted to the 116. as well as a wire
dangling out of the back for connection
to at external aerial for short wave
reception. A slide-action wavechange
switch was mounted on the back panel.

Dial markings
The dial markings of the 115 were calibrated
with kilocycles in the top segment. and
meters in the bottom segment (rather like
the dial of the model 1000. see later).
Unlike on most UK-manufactured radios,
no station identifications were shown on
the dial. reflecting the fact that the radio
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The stage yin measured values listed above are a
operative stage. rather than an absolute value.
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etc. . .  that an  absolute reading- is  impractical.
battery bias substituted for  measurement.

Figure B: The schematic of the model 1000. The same basic circuit was used for the variants of the model 1000
chassis. using octal. BBB loctai and BTG valves. details of which can be seen in Table 1.
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Figure 10: Close up of the RF amplifier and frequency changer stages of the tom-series radio. You
can see the different size plates (and hence the different capacitances} on the two gangs of the
tuning capacitor. which make it easy to achieve good tracking across the single band covered.
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Figure 1 1: The medium wave only
markings on the dial of the model 1000.
indicating frequency and wavelength.

could be sold anywhere in the US. and
station names and their frequencies would
be quite different around the country.

The medium wave coverage of the 116
was slightly less than the 115, and a short
wave band - between 5.7MHz (about 56m)
and 183MHz (about 16m) - was added.
This gave access to the 49m, 41 m. 31m.
25m. 22m, 19m and 16m broadcast bands -
these bands are marked on the radio's dial.
The top section of the dial was calibrated
for the medium wave band (known as the
'broadcast' band in the US). and the lower
section showed the short wave frequencies,
see Figure 6. Whether the 115 was intended
for export, or simply for use in the US
by listeners to the short wave bands is
unknown. Suffice it to say that the 116 is
very rare in the UK. so very few actually
made their way over the Atlantic, although
of course there was a war going on in
Europe at the time, and by the time the war
ended. the 116 was out of production. An
interesting list of American radios imported
by the Board of Trade during the war.
given to me recently by Carl Glover, shows
a large number of makes and models,
including the Fada models 115 (but not
the 116) and 200. though what state their
cabinets were in by the time they reached
the UK, if indeed any did. is unrecorded.

The model 1|.
Fada's model 189 (medium wave only) All
American in red, white and blue colours. was
a response to Emerson's model 400 Patriot
(styled by the industrial designer. Norman
Bel Geddes, to celebrate Emerson's 25th
anniversary, and moulded in Monsanto's
Opalon plastic). which appeared in late
1940. War was raging in Europe at the
time: the US was still isolated to a large
extent. but was supplying much needed
war material to a defiant Great Britain.
Clearly a US patriotic theme was a good
marketing point for the Patriot, ‘as well as an
aggressive selling price (see later). Originally
there were three colour variations of the
Emerson radio. with various combinations
of red, white and blue. and rather cleverly,
stars were moulded into the control knobs.

Emerson soon introduced more colours
- as the Aristocrat range - perhaps as a
way of getting people to buy more than one



Figure 12: Partial under chassis view of the 1000. showing the area around
the HF amplifier and frequency changer valves. The coil and trimmer to the
upper left is the IF trap (inductor L35 and trimmer capacitor A4), and the coil
to the immediate left of the valve sockets is L36, the local oscillator coil.

radio of the same model. Catalin was not
used for the Patriot and Aristocrat radios
and unlike most Fade radios, the original
red, white and blue (and other) colours
have stayed stable over the years. The
original combinations can still be found,
and are very collectable. If you had looked
inside an Emerson 400 you would have
seen a very similar chassis to the Feds
models, with the same five valve line—up.

Meet 1895 you now see have a
butterscotch yellow (originally white) cabinet,
with a marbelised green (originally blue) ring
around the dial, and red knobs and handle.
Some examples have been restored back
to their original colours, which involves
removing the surface layer and polishing the
revealed colour finish, while some collectors
keep their 1895 in the state to which they
have aged naturally. The 189 seems to have
been the model designation specifically
for this patriotic colour scheme, and its
internals were almost identical to the 115.

The zoo-series
America entered the war in December 1941
and domestic radio production slowed
as radio manufacturers switched over to
military projects. in some literature the
ZOO-series year of manufacture is given as
1942, which is feasible as Fada squeezed
out their last domestic radios for the
duration, and war production ramped up
early in that year. l 'm assuming here that
Fads did stop domestic radio production
at some point during the war, but it may
have been that this continued at some
reduced level throughout this period.

I believe this was the first time that Fada

used the word ‘series' to indicate that a
range of colours was available for that
model. {ZOO-series radios are very rare today,
especially in the UK, and it seems likely that
only a small number were produced. A single
example of a 1942 Bullet radio carrying a
model 189 label with a marbelised cabinet
- you would expect this to have been
labelled as a model 200 - has been seen
on an internet auction. Perhaps Fada were
using up all the cabinets, chassis, labels, etc
they had in stock, before they shut down
domestic radio production until 1945.

There seems to be some uncertainty (on
the internet at least) as to whether Fada
used the ‘old' model 115 chassis for these
models, or an updated six-valve chassis,
as was used for the model 1000 starting in
1945. In the pictures for a couple of eBay
auctions of ZOO-series Bullets l've seen
evidence that it used the five valve chassis.
See Figure “I for a photo of the rear of a
model 200 on eBay: you can clearly see
the hole next to the tuning capacitor, still
vacant and waiting for an RF amplifier to
be fitted in a later incarnation of the radio.

Fada may have been introducing a
permanent magnet speaker at this time,
which would have meant a slightly modified
power supply from that in the 115, but
otherwise the chassis was identical. If
anyone reading this has a model 200,
perhaps they canopen it up (or at least
check the label on the bottom) and verify
whether it’s a five or six valve chassis, and
let me know. Reference 3 advises the use
of the model 115 schematic for servicing
200-series radios, inferring that it's the
five octal valve chassis being used.
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Figure 13:  Detail from the back panel of the model  1000. The
radio's model number and six valve line-up is printed on the panel.
Previous models, and some examples of the 1000, had a label stuck
onto the bottom of the cabinet containing this information.

Wooden-cased Model 200
As the supply of Catalin dried up, Fade
even produced a small number of model
2005 in wooden cabinets, finished in
red and ivory lacquers to  make them
resemble shiny Catalin. Even the bezel,
grill, and knobs were formed from wood.
The wooden cabinet was slightly bigger
(perhaps an inch in each dimension) than
the Catalin version, but the spacing of
the dial and knobs was kept the same,
and so the same chassis could be used.
The photograph at Reference 4 shows
a red and ivory coloured wooden model
200 alongside a Catalin-cased 115.

The WOO-series
When Fada restarted Bullet production after
the war, they gave its chassis a refresh
to reflect modern practice, and launched
the radio as the 1000-series. The radio
employed a six-valve superhet design,
still with an IF of 456kHz. [As far as i can
tell, Fada never got round to  adopting the
almost universally used (in the US and
Japan, at least) intermediate frequency
of 455kHz]. The radio was equipped with
octal valves of types 1 ZSKT, 128.917,
128K7, 1230?, 35LBGT and SSZSGT.

The new sixth valve was an RF amplifier
stage, using an octal 128K? (in its
metal-cased version) in the 1945 version.
This migrated to the Ioctal BBB 1237114A7
(duai marked) valve and finally to the
876 128A8 when this valve appeared in
1946, and carried forward to the all-BTG
model 1000 in 1947-ish. The 1287114A7
was also used as the [F amplifier in
some builds of the chassis. As you might



Figure 14: Top of the chassis photograph of the model 1000 from the Photofact Folder service sheet.
Note the use of GT octai valves. apart from the RF ampilfier which uses a metal-encapsulated valve.

MODEL GT OEII MODEL (IT 050

Figure 15: Front page of the Photofact Folder for the Farnsworth models GT~050. 051 and 052 models.
expect. Fada claimed that the six valves
gave the radio '8 tube performance‘.

See Table 1 for how this evolution to an
all-B?G line-up happened. On the internet
you sometimes see the model numbers
1000A and 10003 for the variants using
37G valves: I don’t believe Fada used these
designations. 0n the back of any of these
variants the purchaser would simply have
seen ‘Model 1000'. though presumably
Fade themselves must had had some way
of distinguishing between the different
builds of chassis. In the table I've shown
four different valve line-ups for the model
1000. occurring over about two years: there
may well be others that i haven't spotted
yet. I checked the pinouts of the octal and
loctal valves and their BTG substitutes and
in some cases they are quite different: this
would have meant some juggling of the
component positions and the wiring. and
the generation of new production drawings.

Fla-documenting and re—tooling for the
different valve line-ups would not have
been a trivial task. and so the volumes of
radios being built must have justified the
use of at least four different valve line-ups
in about two years. presumably for cost
savings or to resolve supply shortages.

Schematic
Figure 8 shows the schematic of the model
1000. By this time the speaker had become
a permanent magnet type and its field
winding was no longer available for use in
the power supply circuit. Three capacitors
(accommodated in an electrolytic can) and
two resistors smoothed the HT lines.

The inclusion of an extra 12V valve in
the heater chain meant that the audio
output valve’s heater voltage needed to be
reduced by about the same amount. hence
the use of the 35L6GT. which is in fact
15V lower than the 50LBGT. Of course the
current through the heater of the 35LBGT
was still the same. at 150mA. The lower
heater power for the 35LBGT meant that
It was capable of about 25% less audio
output power than the 50L6GT. which was
probably not noticeable in this radio. A
309 1W resistor was also included in the
heater chain to drop the extra few volts.
and to limit the switch-on current surge.

The RF amplifier seems to have been
added to increase the model's sensitivity:
an untuned link from the RF stage to the
frequency changer stage kept the number
of tuned circuits to two. so that the radio
needed no more FlF coils and still only
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required a two-gang tuning capacitor, as
used in the previous five-valve models. This
meant that selectivity was still the same
as the five—valve chassis. but presumably
more distant stations could be received.
which was probably a good selling point
in such a large country as the USA. and
local stations were louder. In their adverts.
Fade emphasised 'the noise reducing FlF
stage’. The Photofact Folder for the 1000
series shows a gain of x10 for the RF stage.
I presume this is voltage gain. that is. what
you would see on a ‘scope it you probed
before and after the stage. An IF wave trap
was positioned between the two stages
to prevent breakthrough in the vicinity
of 456kHz from reaching the frequency
changer, and hence the IF amplifier.

There was a convenient position on the
chassis to accommodate the new valve.
next to the frequency changer. in the form
of the hole that carried wires between the
top and bottom of the chassis in the models
115 and 116. This hole is too big simply
to carry these wires and it's reasonable to
assume that the Feds designers always
intended to fit this extra valve at some point
in the life of the chassis. which of course
was somewhat delayed by the war. and
didn't happen until the model 1000 in 1945.
This may or may not be true. but there was
certainly a convenient space on the chassis
in the right place into which the RF amplifier
stage could be added without disrupting
the successful original layout too much.

Figure 9 shows a three quarter view of
the front of the model 1000 chassis. and
Figure 10 shows a close up of the 128K? HF
amplifier {to the left) and 123A? frequency
changer (to the right) stages. You can see
the different size plates (and hence the
different capacitances) on the two gangs
of the tuning capacitor. which make It easy
to achieve good tracking across the single
band covered. and saves a few cents
because no padding capacitor is required.

A closer view of the dial is shown in Figure
11. I like the clear labelling of frequency and
wavelength. and as with most US-produced
radios. there is an absence of station names.

Figure 12 shows an under-chassis view
of the FIF amplifier and frequency converter
stages in the model 1000. The coil and
trimmer to the upper left form the IF trap
(inductor L35 and trimmer capacitor A4) and
the coil to the immediate left of the valve
sockets is L36. the local oscillator inductor.

A small area of the back panel of a model
1000 is shown in Figure 13. This particular
example has the radio‘s model number
and six valve line-up printed on the panel.
Other examples of the model 1000 (and
previous models) had a label stuck onto
the bottom of the cabinet. but this seems
to have been a more permanent way of
recording this information on the radio.

In Figure 14 l have scanned part of the
Photofact Folder service sheet for the model
1000. showing how the publisher included
a good-quality photograph of the top of the
chassis. An under chassis view was also
included. as well as a schematic. alignment
details. parts list. a voltage and resistance
chart. and dial cord stringing details.



Prices _
The 115 sold for $19.95 in its first year.
and the short wave band on the 116 cost
you about an extra $13. $16.95 seems
to have been a popular price for many
radios with similar specifications. but with
piainer cabinets than these Fada models.
The Emerson model 400 Patriot sold for a
very competitive $15 on its introduction.

In 1939 RCA were selling the 45x1 ‘Little
Nipper' (a name that was used on many of
their models). with a brown plastic cabinet.
for $9.95. which may have been a loss
leader aimed at damaging the competition
rather than at making a profit for RCA. In
those days you could get about $4.43 for
£1. and so $9.95 equated to about 22 55
in old money, which sounds very cheap.

By the time the Bullet shape was
re-introduced in 1945. with the model 1000.
Fada could ask about $35 for the radio. It
now came with one more valve compared
to the 115 and 116 models. and so prices
had to rise to cover this extra cost. inflation
had run at widely different rates in the US
during the war. with annual rates as great
as 13.2% in mid—1942. and all this added
to the price at which a radio had to be sold
immediately post-war. i think the conclusion
to take away from this is that Fada were
not able to demand huge premiums for
these very stylish radios. They had a
following because of the radio‘s styling.
but as always in the US radio market, brisk
competition forced prices downward.

Impersonations
The Fade streamlined cabinet was such
a success that it attracted look-alike
competition. for example. in the form of
the Farnswcrth medium wave only GT-DSO.
051 and 052 models. introduced rather
belatedly in 1948. Figure 15 shows the
front page of the Photofact Folder for these
three Famsworth models. With an octal
valve line-up of 123A7. 12SK7. 12807.
50LSGT and 3525GT. this was a rather dated
chassis in 1948. and made no use of the
new 87G valves. As noted earlier. the Feds
1000 now included an RF amplifier stage
in front of the frequency converter. which
these Famsworth models did not have.

As far as I can tell. the three Famsworth
models used identical chassis. and differed
only in their cabinet and knob colours. The
(ET-050 had a standard mahogany coloured
cabinet with a black outer circle for the dial;
the GT-051 was a jazzed-up version. with
a ‘gieaming white' cabinet. again with the
black outer circle for the dial; and I believe
the (ST-052 was a two-tone green colour.

The cabinet was made of ‘modem' (for
the time} plastic. rather than bakeltte or
Catalin. and was about half an inch bigger in
each dimension than the Fada 1000-series.
Famsworth referred to the shape as
‘teardrop', and these radios are also rare
and very coilectable today. it may be that
by 1948 Famsworth (and others) had seen
the drawbacks of using Catalin for radio
cabinets and may have advertised their
use of ‘modern' plastics. with better colour
stability and being less prone to smoking. as
a selling point. For me. the design doesn’t

quite work: the curves look great. but the
tuning knob being concentric with the dial
leaves only the onfofflvoiume control to be
accommodated and it doesn‘t look quite
right below the dial. but what do i know?

At the time, Famsworth also made more
conventionally-shaped radios (that is. with
more upright rectangular cabinets) such
as the GT*061, but also offered them in
various bright colours, as allowed by the
plastic technology they were using. For
the more conservative purchaser there
was also generally a ‘safe' mahogany
or ebony coloured version available.

Fade 700 ‘Gloud'
in 1946 Fada released the model 700 Cloud
radio. in a Catalin cabinet. and with a range
of at least five colours. This is regarded as
Fada‘s first two post-war cabinet design. Its
curves were somewhat similar to the model
1000. but the symmetrical design loses
something of the movement of the Bullet‘s
cabinet. and although sought after. is now
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regarded by collectors as being inferior. The
knobs and dial are placed in similar positions
and the chassis design is very similar to the
model 1000. using the six same B?G valve
types (and therefore having an RF amplifier
stage). and with medium wave only coverage.

For purchasers who didn’t take to
the Bullet shape (or maybe they already
owned one) Fada offered the Catalin
model 652 Temple at the same time as
the model 1000, and for about $1 more.
The 652 used a similar six valve circuit
as the 1000. with an RF stage. Figure
16 shows the model 652 alongside the
model 1000 (and other Fada radios) in a
trade advert in the March 1946 issue of
Radio & Television Retailing magazine.

There was no standing still in this
cut-throat industry. and later in 1946
Fada produced the model 711. still with a
Catalin cabinet. and of course available in
lots of colours. The 711 used a five valve
chassis. very similar to the Bullet model
115. but  used BTG valves rather than the
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Figure 16 :  Fada's advert in Fiadio & Television Retailing for March 1946 (by kind permission o i  the Radicmuseum).
The 652-series of radios also use a Catalin ‘Fada-Lucent‘ cabinet.
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Model Date Frequency RF LO I IF 3:30:23 Audio Rectif'er
Number Introduced Range Amplifier Converter Amplifier Amp Output I

128A? / 128A? / 128A? /
1 15  1940  53?:[2750 Not fitted 1 28A7GT 1 28K? GT 1 2807GT 582:3; 35028:);

(Octal) (Octal) (Octal) C
538-1660kHz 128A? / 128K?  / 12807  / '

116 1940 and Not fitted 128A7GT 128K7GT 12807GT figs: 2502??
5.7-18.3MH2 (Octal) (Octal) (Octal) C a

189  1940  MW only Not fitted Same as 115

200 .. 1941/42 MW only Not fitted Same as 115sense

1 945 528-1 680kHz 128K?  128A? 1 28K? 12807  35LBGT 3525GT
(octal (octal) (octal) (octal) (octal) (octal)

12B7/14A7 12SA7 12B7/14A7 12807 ‘ 35L8GT 3525GT9 _1000 1946' 528 1689KH7‘ (B8B Lcctal) (octal) (B8B Loctal (octal) (octal) (octal)
series ,1 946? 528-1 88n2 12BA8 12BE8 12BA8 12AT6 85L8GT 35W4

(B7G) (B7G) (B7G) (B7G) (octal) (B7G)

1 2BA6 12BE6 12SK7 1 2AT6 35B5 35W49 _1947' 528 168%” (B7G) (B7G) (octal) (B7O) (B7O) (87G)
Table 1: Summary of data on the Fada range of Bullet models.
octal ones used back in 1940. When the
modern plastic model 845 Cloud, using
a six valve (all B7Gs) chassis, appeared
in 1947, the 711 became the last of the
Catalin designs ever produced by Fada.

Why no long wave band?
It may seem strange to us that these
US-manufactured radios are not equipped
to receive what we call the ‘long wave’, that
is the range of about 150kHz — 285kHz.
In Europe, stations broadcasting in this
range typically use very high power and
are capable of covering a much wider
area than medium wave stations. This
means that many European broadcasts
could have been heard along the Atlantic
seaboard of the US during autumn and
winter, and a few long wave stations from
Asia would have been heard on the Pacific
Coast at certain times of day. Clearly this
didn’t seem to produce a demand on
radio manufacturers to include long wave
reception into their radios, except when
they were producing a model for export.

In the US, this frequency range was
(and still is to some extent) used for
military communications (for example, to
be activated in anticipation of a nuclear
attack — though this was never fully
implemented) and other, non-public
broadcasts. It may even have been
illegal to listen to certain broadcasts
on this band, and so presumably radio
manufacturers were encouraged to
prevent listeners from doing this.

Summary and conclusions
The five models of bullet-shaped radios
produced by Fada are but a subset of all
the Catalin-based radios they manufactured
over the ten years or so from about 1938.
Many other radio manufacturers also
used this material as they brightened up
their cabinets, and added colour to the

final years of the Depression. They didn’t
just replicate the old wooden cabinets,
but thought hard about what could be
achieved with this new material, and
produced some revolutionary shapes, all
of which are very collectable today. The
reference books described below show
some excellent examples of these radios,
and they are well covered on the internet.

Whenever I come across a radio, after
a few seconds of knob twiddling, I always
want to turn it round, take the back off,
and take a look inside. There’s always
something interesting to be seen even in
designs that are considered to be standard,
and even boring. The chassis lurking inside
the Bullet radios were minimalist in their
implementation, but certainly not static in
their design. As the new B7G-style valves
became available after the war, the chassis
evolved from being a fully octal-based
‘all american five’, and with the final
design inside the 1000-series Of radios,
it acquired an extra valve in the form of
an RF amplifier. This was not a trend
unique to the Fada Bullets, but was seen
generally with Fada radios at the time, and
those of other manufacturers. American
valve companies always covoperated with
the radio manufacturers in offering sets
of valves whose heater voltages added
up to the nominal US mains voltage.

I’ve speculated to some extent on
how Fada produced the model 189 and
the 200-series in the early months of
the Pacific war, as radio manufacturers
switched over to war production. Perhaps
I can ask owners of 1895 and 2003 to take
a quick look inside their radios and confirm
(or refute) my conclusion that they all used
the 115 chassis, or something very similar.

I may be asking the question in the
wrong country, and about 70 years
too late, but do any readers have any
knowledge of how quickly Fada made
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the transition to war work, and what they
actually made in the war? According to
Google Earth, a factory still stands close
to the railway tracks at 30—20 Thomson
Avenue, Long island, New York, which
is Fada’s original address. It would be
interesting to know if this is the original
factory used to manufacture these radios.

Today, Bullet radios, especially the model
1000 in its various chassis variants, come
up for sale quite often, and are still highly
prized, and hence highly priced. Collectors
largely ignore the state of the chassis
(as long as it is there) in the collectability
and value they attribute to the radio.

The Bullet shape has been copied many
times over the years, in modern transistor
radios and in non-working miniature
replicas. For example, the Crosley CR2
(see Reference 5) was an AM/FM radio and
cassette deck designed in the mid—19903
which used ABS plastic for its cabinet.
This radio can still be bought in the US for
about $80. At that time, Crosley produced
a range of ‘Made-in-China’ plastic
replicas of many of the most popular
Catalin radios of the 19303 and 19408.
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Sources of data for us  radios
There is a series of service sheets called
Photofact Folder, published by Howard W
Sams & CO, in the US,  similar to the Trader
sheets that were published in the UK.
Scanned versions of these are available
on-Iine and many originals can be found
on eBay. It’s worth buying one or two of
these originals and seeing their excellent
production quality, usually including a
couple of photos of the chassis being
described. Although the Fada 1000-series
Photofact Folder is commonly available,
I was unable to locate the document (if it
ever existed) for the other Bullet models.

In the US there was also a series
of annually-published booklets called
‘Manual of 1940 Most Often Needed Radio
Diagrams’, and so on for each year, with
a gap for some of the war years. These
contained a single-page condensed version
of the schematic for typically 200 radios
each year, and sometimes included the
chassis layout and dial cord arrangement.
Original versions of these can be bought
on eBay.com, and scanned on—line versions
can be found on various websites.

The Switzerland—based Radiomuseum
at: http://www.radiomuseum.org/ contains
descriptions, photos and schematics of
many radios with Catalin cabinets, as well
as uncountable numbers Of other radios
from all over the world. I’d like to thank
the museum for giving me access to the
jpg used for the advert in Figure 16.

Numbered References
Reference 1: ‘Classic Plastic Radios of the 19308
and 19403” by John Sideli, published in 1990 by
E P Dutton, New York. A very worthwhile book on
Catalin-cased radios, with many excellent colour
photos Of models from many US manufacturers.



Reference 2: A large selection of Catalin and
Bakelite radios can be found at: httpzlfwww.
collectorsweeldy.comrradios/catalin-bakelite

Reference 3: The Universal Schematic Locator
advises the use of Riders 12-6 (that is. the model
115  schematic) for the 200-series radio.

Reference 4: A red and ivory lacquered
wooden model 200 posed alongside a
Catalin-cased 115 can be seen at: http://
uv201 .com/Fladiofagesfwoodjadahtm

Reference 5: The Crosley GR2-Y. a modern
replica of the Fade 115. can be seen at: http:/i
www.aurorahistoryboutiqueccnv’QODOOBBhtm

Other References
‘Bakelite Radios: a Fully Illustrated Guide for the
Bakelite Radio Enthusiast' by Robert Hawes.
in collaboration with Gad Sassower. published
by Chartwell Books. New Jersey in 1996. The
author uses ‘Bakeiite' as a generic term. including
Catalin and other plastic materials. Robert was a
member of the BWVS and editor of the Bulletin.
Sadly. he died in 2014. The book‘s 128 pages
contain many colourful pictures of this type of
radio. including Midgets. from all over the world.

“Bakelite Radios’. published by Grange Books in
1999 [there is also a 2002 edition). The 64 pages of
content is an abbreviated version of Robert Hawes'
book (above). and the pictures are printed in a rather
smaller format. Second hand. it can be picked up
on Amazon for little more than the cost of postage.

'Classic Plastics' by Sylvia Katz. published by
Thames and Hudson in 1984. and reprinted in
1998. This book contains many pictures. most in
colour. of classic plastic objects. A relatively small
number of radios are included. but the book shows
the versatility of plastics. starting with pro-Bakelite
materials. such as amber and shellac. and working
through all the plastics of the 20th century.

An interesting description of various ore-war
plastics used for radio cabinets can be found at:
http:l/wwwbecoradioscomitext.htmitcatalin

The chemistry behind Bakelite and videos of the
production process can be seen on YouTube.
VidBDS of several Catalin radios. including those
made by Fade. can also be seen on the website.

‘The Fade T40 - An Amazing American Midget'
by Roger Grant. published in the summer
2011 issue of The Bulletin. This radio is a

BTG-valved-superhet in a Bakelite cabinet.

Roger Grant described his restoration
of an American Midget in ‘The Air King
23X - An unusually austere American
Midget'. published in The Bulletin for winter
2010. This radio is a four valve TFiF.

‘Blonde or Brunette. The Fade 790' by Gary
Tempest. published in The Bulletin for autumn 2003.
Gary described the restoration of his two AM/FM
radios from 1949. with different cabinet colours.

'The Fade Bullet' by Mike Barker. published in
The Bulletin for summer 2003. Mike's brief article
showed some small photos of Bullet chassis. as
well as some Alba and Dulci midget radios.

'An Emerson Midget is Fie-Bom' by Colin Boggis.
published in The Bulletin for summer 2002.
Colin’s article described the restoration of a five
valve Emerson TFlF of about 1939 vintage.

A rather basic book on the subject of the AA5 is:
‘The AlloAmerican Five Radio - Understanding and
Restoring Transforrnerless Radios of the 1940s. 503.
and 603' by Richard McWhorter. Published in 2003.
with a later edition in 2011. by Sonoran Publishing.
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The Philips 274A Superinductance..........
I recently inherited one of these sets from a fellow wireless collector and long time friend Norman
Purrott. l remember him acquiring it some twenty years ago and assisting in its restoration. The top
of the cabinet was devoid of varnish and the speaker and knobs were missing, luckily I was able
to help as l had a few Superinductance knobs in stock but couldn’t help with a speaker. Norman
restored the set and made a very nice job of it and promised I would get first refusal should he
dispose of it. Having received this set I thought I would give it the once over before | powered it up
as it probably hadn't been fired up for a while.

On removing the back the first thing that
hit me was the very modern Speaker that
Norman had fitted. I remember scouring the
Harpendens with him looking for the right
one but didn’t get lucky. it’s a six and a half
inch round speaker. smaller than the usual
Superinductance speakers with an output
transformer fitted. Apparently these sets are
quite rare and a speaker for one a lot rarer,
so the temporary modern speaker remained
and it looks like I‘ve inherited the quest to
get the right one. I ran a few checks and to
my amazement all the components were
original including the valves and in very nice
condition. all checked ok and I powered up
the set. which worked very well and left me
nothing to do but get the correct speaker:
I have a couple of the eight inch versions
of Superinductance speakers in stock so I
know what it should look like and at a pinch
I could rob a transformer off of one of them.

I started by putting an ad in the BVWS
members ads sheet and had a prompt reply
from a fellow member. The speaker was a
little later version than the one required with
no transformer but was a 1930's Philips
type and very close. (after all. radios did get
repaired during their working lives with near
enough spares so this would do nicely). A
deal was done over the phone and I arranged
to collect it at the next Harpenden. At the
same event. as the stallholders were packing
up to leave I noticed for sale another Philips
274A. very scruffy but untouched. Other
than the missing output and rectifier valves
it appeared complete. and the set had its
original speaker still in its dust cover.

As the set was considered only fit for
breaking for sparse. it came for less than
I paid for the speaker. so I now have two
speakers. (a bit like waiting for a bus.
you wait for an hour then two arrive).
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The speaker complete with its dust cover
and output transformer were swapped into
Normans set and this set is now complete
and a very nice example of this model.

Although robbed it of its speaker I
still gave this new acquisition a once
over before breaking it up just in case
there was a possibility of salvaging it.

I removed the chassis. the top of the
chassis was very dirty and corroded where
one of the smoothing capacitors had
leaked its electrolyte. otherwise it was all
there and I decided to keep the chassis
complete. The nice copper tuning cans
were very grimy but nothing a drop of
Wm souring powder couldn't deal with.

The cabinet was very scruffy but there
was still evidence of the original “glass fiat”
finish on the front panel. I have re-lacquered
quite a few wooden cabinets and managed
to get very good results. but failed to get the
glass flat finish the sets came with when new.
This cabinet will be a good opportunity to
experiment with and improve my technique.
My intention is to treat the finish like the
coachwork on an old car. rubbing down with
wet and dry cutting paper used wet. I've
been reluctant to try this in the past through
fear of destroying an otherwise restorable
set. I would just lightly sand with fine paper
between the thin coats of the new lacquer.
This could be a bit difficult as the modern
lacquer is designed to have a one coat high
gloss finish and doesn‘t lend itself well to
sanding. it tends to stay a bit plastic rather
than harden like the old shellac like lacquers.
The plan was to just rework the veneered
front panel of this cabinet. to work it to
death. a no holds barred approach to
gain the technique to get the desired
finish and then throw it away.

I started in the usual way by completely
stripping the original finish with Nitromors.
"New formula" Nitrornors is nowhere near
as good as the old stuff. this took several
coats but did eventually do the job. (I think
European legislation has a lot to answer for).
This revealed the front panel was veneered.
the top and sides were just the finished
plywood. this plywood appeared quite uneven
and rough. Unfortunately. some time in the
past. someone had stripped off the lacquer
on the right hand side of the set and stained
the bare wood with a dark wood stain. and
the rest of the set was badly re-varnished.

The very nicely veneered front panel
now was completely stripped of its
finish. sanded flat and smooth and
was ideal for this experiment.

First. a bit of research into the finish. l
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wasn't impressed with the modern quick
drying water—based varnish, I've used this in
the past. and it tends to stay very soft and
unworkable. I ended up stripping it off and
starting again. The original oil based varnish
is still available. usually referred to as “exterior
varnish". The clue is in what you clean the
brushes with. if its white spirit. you’ve got
the right stuff. For this job We purchased
a new tin of Wicks Ultra Durable Exterior
varnish. clear gloss. the only one available.

The veneer was further flattened with
1000 grade cutting paper (wet and dry from
Halfords) used dry. rubbing out the scratch
marks around the control knobs. The new
tin of varnish is quite thin and didn’t require
any further thinning and I then applied a
liberal coat to the front panel with the cabinet
on its back to avoid any sagging or runs.
this coat was left to harden for 3 days.

As the veneer was very smooth to start
with the coat of varnish was reasonably
flat and was just lightly mbbed with 1000
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grade to remove the nibs and give the
next coat a key. The second coat was
applied and also left to harden for 3 days.

Looking across the surface. the brush
lines and dimple effect. small variations in
the thickness of varnish were quite visible.
These were removed with 1000 grade
cutting paper, used wet now that the wood
is sealed. This stops the cutting paper
clogging. removes the heat due to friction
and lubricates the surface allowing a greater
pressure to be applied without tearing or
scuffing the still relatively plastic new surface.

Having two reasonably thick coats of
lacquer the brush lines can be rubbed down
without fear of rubbing back to bare wood
or even through the very thin veneer. Then
after cleaning and drying, third and forth
coats applied in the same manner to regain
the thickness of the lacquer. Again each coat
left to harden for three days, then cut back
through the grades of wet and dry cutting
paper to remove the brush lines. This time
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now that I've built up a reasonable thickness
of varnish and a bit more confidence. I started
with 500 grade to speed up the process. After
using 1000. then 1500 grade. the brush lines
and undulations are now gone, with a lacquer
finish about the same thickness as original.
A final rub over with Brasso to give it a bit
of lustre. followed with a squirt of ordinary
furniture polish. and this had achieved the
desired glass fiat finish I was looking for. l
was very happy with the result. in fact I was
so pleased with it i considered re—polishing
the rest of the cabinet as the front panel is
now much better than my already restored set
and I had considered this to be very good.

The dark stain on right hand side of the set
had semi-soaked into the wood and there
are quite a few deep scratches made by the
previous restorers use of very coarse sand
paper. Along side the very uneven surface of
the wood. the top and left hand side were just
raw plywood and there was a cigarette burn
on the top. This was one of the worst cases



The Smoothing capacitor end plug with new capacitor

I've seen and is going to be quite a challenge.
I started on the worst side and cut through

the dark stain and deep scratches with 120
grade cutting paper. The plywood laminates
were quite thick and much thicker than any
veneer, I managed to do this without cutting
through the top layer, then changed to 320
grade cutting paper to get the plywood
surface flat, and then flattened the top and
left side. This followed with 600 grade, no
point in going any finer on this relatively
coarse plywood. I have now got the top and
sides in a state good enough to continue.

The bare plywood was very light in
colour so the next stage was to stain it to
approximately the same hue as the front.
Ronseal medium oak wood stain was a
reasonan good match. I then proceeded
with the multiple layers of lacquer and rubbing
down, using the same procedure I had done
originally with the front panel, keeping the
cutting paper flat to the surface, avoiding
sanding round the edge between the front
and sides as concentration on the corner may
rub through the lacquer to the bare wood.

I was very pleased with the and result.

The File—assembled Smoothing capacnlor showing the negative wire

there were a few very minor anomalies in
the sides and a small shallow dip in the
top where I had removed a cigarette burn
but you had to look hard for them. I had
achieved my objective and got my glass flat
finish. Doing the front and sides separately
worked very well giving the advantage of
manoeuvrability and avoided biting off more
than you can chew as when doing the whole
set at once. Deepite taking a considerable
amount of time, it was well worth the effort.

I continued with the rest of the cabinet
furniture. The brass and enamel Philips badge
was removed from the tuning escutcheon,
this was done by drilling a small hole (1 mm)
through the Bakelite from behind and pushing
it out with a piece of stiff wire. It was polished
with Brasso and then sprayed with acrylic
lacquer. The tuning escutcheon and knobs
were cleaned, the knob flutes cleaned out
with a fine brass wire brush and then polished
with Brasso. The Philips badge was replaced
back in the escutcheon, glued in place
with Evostick impact adhesive. The tuning
escutcheon and speaker baffle were placed
back in the cabinet, and the speaker cloth
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had only required a good vacuum cleaning.
This set now looks very good, one of the best
I’ve seen and I’m now considering swapping
the chassis from the other set into this one.

The finished cabinet was now put on one
side I‘ll see if i can rescue the chassis. First I
removed the remaining valves and gave it a
good vacuum cleaning. this removed some
of the leaked electrolyte which had meted
and crusted. I then removed the smoothing
capacitor assembly complete with its
smoothing choke, removing the four retaining
screws and de-soldered the wires. Next I
removed the copper tuning cans. one vertical
and the other horizontal. The horizontal can
is mounted on a tower made from two pieces
of folded steel plate. the back plate and its
two retaining screws were removed giving
access to the connecting wires which I then
mapped. I also took a digital photo for good
measure and de—soldered. then removed
the can and the rest of the tower. This was
screwed together and was "Meccano"
easy. The vertical tuning can is held on
with three screws on top of the chassis. Its
connecting wires were de—soldered under



the chassis. and finally the semi-aperiodic
coll assembly 813 and 14. By removing
the single nut and threaded rod the copper
cover was removed and the coil former and
connecting wires masked ready for cleaning
and painting. The top of the chassis wass
new empty and fully exposed, and this made
scraping off and wire brushing the rust and
crusted electrolyte quite easy. This was then
treated with “Kurust”. The valve holders and
screened top-cap wires were masked off. the
component holes blanked off with crumpled
newspaper stuffed in from under the chassis.
and the top of the chassis then sprayed
with primer and a single light top coat of
Plasti-kote Pewter. This is the nearest I can
get to match the original cadmium flashing.

Other than a small patch of rust on
the front, the rest of the chassis was ok
and was left alone. The tuning dial disc
was removed and cleaned. and the dial
lamp, its holder and control spindles were
scrubbed with a soft fine brass wire brush
to remove the very light rust and verdigris.

Everything under the chassis was original
and untouched and looked in good order.

The large smooth copper valve top-caps
were cleaned and polished with Brasso, and
the crackle finish copper tuning cans with
Vim scouring powder. This was dampened
into a soft paste and a cut down stiff paint
brush used to reach any recessed bits then
washed off with water. The tuning cans were
then dried and refitted to the chassis. The
smoothing capacitors were tackled next.
these were removed from their bracket. the
bracket ole-rusted and treated as the chassis.
The paxolin end plates of the smoothing
choke were scrubbed off with a soft brass
wire brush. The rolled—over edge of the
smoothing capacitor can was removed
with a small pair of tin shears flush with the
bottom of the Bakelite and plugs. The nuts
were replaced on the and plugs to protect
the threads. the and plugs then placed in
a vice and the can pulled free. This was
quite difficult as the seals were still intact
and I was surprised that one of them had
leaked. The remaining very smelly electrolyte
was then tipped out and the cans washed
out and.the outsides cleaned with lv‘im.

The remainder of the capacitor aluminium “+"
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Above: The hollow resistor R8 2M

Left: The volume control switch back in the chassis

plate was removed and its threaded rod was
drilled out and replaced with a new threaded
rod. A small hole {1 mm) drilled through the
Bakelite and plug for the new smoothing
capacitor negative wire. The new smoothing
capacitor was then fitted. and the negative
wire encircled the face of the and plug for
connection with the negative tag washer.
The can was then glued back on to the and
plug. | used Evostiok impact adhesive so the
can could be pulled free if required in the
future. The smoothing capacitor assembly
re-assembled and returned to the chassis.

The next step was a run round with the
AVG and all appeared ok. A set of valves was
required, The line up is. V1 MM4V. V2 S4VB.
V3 994V audio triode. V4 PM24A output
pentode. and a 1821 full wave rectifier. The
output and rectifier valves were missing, and
of the remaining valves the only recognisable
one was the 994V audio triode on the valve
tester. this read a bit low but was functional.
Unfortunately I had none of this line up in
stock, so I had to make do with equivalents.
In the V1 position, the first RF valve, there
was a metallised 35 valve devoid of a large



The resistor tag strip

The original dial lamp

The first FiF valve as fitted

One of  the re-sprayed Valves with a new water slide transfer

percentage of its grey metallising and no trace
left of any number. It looked about the right
shape and type so was tested to the spec of
a MM4V on the valve tester and it fitted the
Spec exactly. I removed the remainder of the
metallising. masked it off and sprayed it with
"Plasti-kote" copper paint. This was a very
good colour match to the correct FlF valve
in the other set. The copper paint probably
wouldn't serve as a good screen but I have
found in the past many valves working
where the metallising has fallen off without
making much difference in performance,
especially these days where most interference
sources are very well RFl screened.

The next RF valve V2 was an ACISG, a
non metalllsed valve, again I tested this to
the spec of the S4VB and again it matched

exactly. It was the same shape as the valve
in the other set so it too get sprayed with
copper paint. These two unmarked valves
were furnished with a number label copied
and reproduced from the other set. These
were made into water slide transfers and this
finished them off nicely. Next. replacements
were required for the missing output and
rectifier valves. In my box of unmarked
valves I found a BS output valve of the right
bulbous shape as the correct valve in the
other set. The bulb was just slightly smaller.
but its internal construction looked about the
same so once again it was tested to the spec
of a PM24A and was a very good match. I
couldn't believe I got lucky three times on
the trot. The final valve V5 the 1821 rectifier.
is a standard B4. 4 volt rectifier. l have
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The back of the Wireless vvllh aerial, earth and ri'ietrr'ls voltage indicator

several equivalents of these. The one used
was also devoid of a number but had the
right bulbous shape and tested to spec ok.

The next step was to apply some power.
The first problem encountered was the on!
off switch was stuck i n  the “On" position, it
checked out ok electrically so I left it until
later. The chassis was connected to my
bench high impedance speaker and fired
up. the dial light came on and the set came
to life. The dial light in this set looks like
the original as it's a Philips bulb. an M30
6 volt car side light bulb. It’s being under
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The mains -.--r_'n|lage chart

run at 4 volts so I expect it‘ll last for ever.
Tuning round the band. the set seemed

very lively although all of the stations were
just a very loud broken up rasping and the
volume control had no effect. I checked the
HT. it was less than 150 volts. I checked
the HT “-" bias line on the ground isolated
negative side of C1, this was around minus
150 volts. This looked like the HT minus
chain of resistors H1. 15. 16 or 18. the
volume control, are open circuit. This proved
to be the case. and the volume control on!
off switch was removed. The volume track
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is a wire wound pot with a centre tap, and
according to the circuit diagram this bunch of
resistors adds up to around 2k. 0n removing
and checking. the track was found to be open
circuit in two places, one break right next to
the spring centre tap contact. I attempted to
unwind a few turns but the wire looked very
brittle and just broke up. The other side of
this bakelite moulding is the onloff switch.

The whole thing was dismantled. and the
on/off switch was un-jarnmed and lightly
greased. A new volume track was robbed
from a 2k Colvern wire wound pet from stock.
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I’ve pulled this trick a few times before and
it works very well. I have a good stock of
Colvern pots gathered over the years and its
nice to find a good use for them. The new
track was a slightly smaller diameter than
the original and about 10mm too short. so
i fitted a piece of shaped brass plate from
the junk box to bridge the gap. This is at
the "off" end of the track so is not noticed.
and it also stops the wiper dropping off
and locking behind the end of the track.

There was only one tap. so R13 appears
not to exist and R16 bridges the bottom half
of the track to effect a semi-log function.
While the pot was out I checked R16,
160 ohms. and this was also open circuit.
When I removed it the end fell off. I had a
very similar resistor in stock and replaced
it. The assembly was refitted back in the
chassis and the set fired up again.

The HT rail now read around 30 volts. 30
volts over 2k equals an HT of 15 m/A about
what I would expect. The output still very
loud and now only distorted. the volume
control still had no effect and I discovered
the tone control acts as a volume control
and reduces the volume to cut off.

The tone control capacitor C23 0.03m
proved to be short circuit. This was easily
replaced inside the paxolin tube of the original.
I then measured the voltage on the V1 grid
end of RB 2M. this read 0 volts. Disconnected
on test R8 proved to be open circuit. this was
easily remedied as R8 is a hollow carbon tube
and all I needed to do is fit a modern eighth
watt resistor through the middle of the original.
On power up the volume control still
has no effect. and no negative voltage
reaching the first RF valve grid. This
proved to be C? 0.1 of the RF grid bias
decoupling capacitor being short circuit,
and again a new capacitor was fitted into
the emptied paxolin tube of the original.

The set now worked well and the
distortion was due to my 75 ft garden aerial
over-loading the first FIF stage as it was
plugged into the high sensitivity aerial socket

During this fault finding the on/off switch
had jammed "on" again and required a llttie
deeper investigation. You could feel the
spring loading but it wouldn't flip over. The
volume control on/off switch was removed
again. and the centre rotor appeared to be



jammed. Prised with a small screwdriver it
snapped free again and now appeared to
work ok. I was not prepared to return it to
the set until I had found a reason for this
intermittent jamming. Working it over several
operations it would occasionally jam, and I
eventually discovered that the centre rotor
would overshoot and the knife contact blade
would jam behind the pincer contact. The
leading edge of the knife contact had a
bevelled edge to part the pincer contact but
the back edge was flat and on the overshoot
return would hit and jam up against one half
of the pincer contact. I considered bevelllng
the trailing edge of the knife contacts. but
this would reduce its area so I remedied this
problem by drilling and tapping an 10 BA
hole in the bakelite moulding and fitting small
brass block to stop up against the actuating
lug checking the over shoot. This little mod

seemed to do the trick (and is out of sight) so
the assemn was placed back in the chassis.

The final job was to re—draw the circuit
diagram filling in the component values and
recorded voltages. While measuring its vitals
I noticed the HT was a little high at 275
volts and required the mains input selection
checking. There’s a rather elaborate mains
input selector panel on the back panel of
the chassis with multiple linkages. i could
find no reference to this in the manufacturers
manual. on the back or inside the cabinet. I
had definite seen a chart somewhere but at
this point couldn't find it. It eventually turned
up on the back of the voltage indicator disc
on the inside of the set back. This is quite
small and easi missed and l was surprised
it wasn’t repeated somewhere more obvious.
I find my mains voltage is always high. often
over 250 volts so the mains selector was

set to the highest range 246 - 260 volts,
and this gave an HT of around 250 volts.

On re-assembling the set back in its
cabinet, I discovered the similar Philips 61/2“
speaker that I had purchased was a little
larger than the original and wouldn‘t fit inside
the three retaining studs. On re—rneasuring
I found that the original speaker was 61/2"
overall diameter and the one purchased had
a 6112“ cone and was 7" overall diameter:
so the set was fitted with a similar speaker
of the same period. i won‘t pursue the
correct type for this much restored set.

I quite like this nice looking smaller set
of the Superinductance range and have
been looking out for one since first seeing
it on the front cover of Radio! Radio! and |
now have two of them. They both perform
very well with a good tone and this second
set was very interesting to restore.
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Gerry in his garden. West Dulwich. 2002
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Hosting a visit by the Duke of Gloucester to the BVWTM on thelfith March 2012

I first met Gerry when visiting the Antique & Collectors Fair at
Alexandra Palace in 1976 with Norman Jackson, Fiupert Loftus
Brigham and my son Martin. At that time I was very impressed to
hear Gerry talking about vintage radio so well that I promptly made
arrangements to visit him at his house in Dulwich. His interest in
the subject was far more than a mere hobby interest. He had, for
many years prior to 1976. pursued a radio business where we could
buy and sell various radio sets and where he could restore and
rent out TV sets. By 1976 he had also become very interested in
the history of radio and had already accumulated a large number
of very old well-displayed radio sets. He had the idea of forming
a Vintage Wireless Company in 1973 and it was established as
such in 1976. His house and company also incorporated what
became called ‘The Vintage Wireless Museum' which later
became the “British Vintage Wireless and Television Museum“.

He always helped us collectors to understand how best to restore
sets to a working condition and to a well-honed appearance. Gerry
and his museum style home soon became of special interest to
those of us who were running the BVWS and we were happy that
he  jo ined the society i n  19?8. His house not on ly  funct ioned as a
hugely well stocked workshop and museum, it also provided good



Gerry With hrs new Ford 500E van. 105:4

facilities for the BVWS to hold committee
meetings there as often as we wished.
Soon after Gerry joined us at BVWS he
became the secretary of the society.
0n  arriving at his house we were always
inundated with cups of tea which were
mostly prepared on arrival by his young
friend Eileen who had known Gerry since
she was 12, and who became a tower of
strength at Fiosendale Road. She wrote
a wonderful tribute to Gerry which was
printed as part of his funeral service on
Tuesday 6th January 2015. And. no matter
how busy Gerry was. he never failed to
discuss with us any topic that was relevant
to radio and television history and he also
demonstrated such devices as a 625/405
device for converting the newer 625 line TV

Alan G Carter. Gerry. and  Eileen. January 5 th  1096

images to 405 versions for visualising on old
TV sets. He also never failed to provide us
with craftsman like advice on how to make
a really good effort to carry out complex
cabinet repairs and genuine restorations.

After meeting Gerry Wells at Alexandra
Palace in 1976 we all became good friends
with this charming man who was so well
able to encourage personal friendships.
David Fiead often used to have supper with
him in local cafes and has vivid memories
of going out with him in his van to deliver (or
collect) his own restored wooden cabinet
TVs to his rental customers. This often
took place after dark and one trip David
remembers well was way out to Greenwich.
This showed that his rental business did
not only apply to his nearby neighbours.

Gem; and Jonathan Hill. garden party. DLilwiCh 19803

Jonathan Hill was very impressed with
Gerry Wells and recently described his
friendship thus. “ I  had the pleasure of
knowing this kind and gentle man for nearly
40 years - I've never known him lose his
temper with anyone - except with himself.
and this usually involved electric shocks
or a hot soldering iron! He was always
welcoming to visitors arriving to see him
at Rosendale Fload - one of his many
'Gerryisms' was: ‘I welcome anyone here -
from knobs to nobility'. He was always the
same. always steadfast — always Gerry."

We will continue to have very good
memories of such a unique vintage
wireless character but at the present
time we cannot avoid thinking of his
recent death with great sadness.
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A 120V AC Power Supply Unit M.
I’ve been restoring a number of US midget radios recently and I was powering them from an
auto-transformer and US-styie mains socket in a fairly untidy pile on my bench. I finally got round
to tidying this up, and building a neat unit in a box, fitted with fuses and a voltmeter monitoring
the output voltage. Typically these midget radios consume about 30W from the US mains: the unit
described here is capable of supplying much more power than this, which depends very much on
the rating of the auto—transformer used. Figure 1 shows a photo of the completed unit.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the power supply unit.

Mains Voltage and Frequency
I'll refer to the UK mains voltage as 230V:
by law, it is allowed to vary by -6% to +10%
of 230V, wh ich works out  at 216V - 253V.
Historically, and rather confusingly, the US
mains voltage has been specified as being
110V, 115V, 117V and 120V. Today the US
mains voltage is specified at 120V -5% to
+596. that is 114‘»! - 126V. Older radios are
very tolerant of mains voltage, especially at
the lower and: I've seen US—manufactured
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radios which specify their operating voltage
down to 95V, and I would expect that
they would continue to work at even lower
voltages, though with reduced performance.

The UK mains comes at a frequency of
50H: (with a much tighter tolerance than
the voltage level), whereas the US mains
has a frequency of BOHz. In theory it would
be possible to design a power supply that
generated BOHZ, but i t  practice it makes very
little difference if you supply 50Hz to a radio
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designed for Bot-l2. If it’s a clock radio. don‘t
be surprised if it shows the wrong time!

Schematic
Figure 2 shows the schematic of the unit.
The 230V AC input feeds the primary
of the 230V—to-120V auto-transformer
and a neon power-on indicator, via a 2A
slow-blow {to allow for the high inrush
current of the transformer's winding) fuse.
The transformer i used had 220V, 230V
and 240V taps on its input, and I used the
240V one. Note that an auto-transformer
has a single, tapped winding and as such
does not provide isolation of its output
from its input. The neutral of the UK mains
input is connected to the neutral of the
output. and if you connect its input the
wrong way round. then the output you
expected to be neutral will now be live.

The output voltage from the
auto-transformer is displayed on a 3-dlgit
panel-mounted AC digital voltmeter. This
voltmeter, displaying on 0.56-inch red
LEDs, may seem like a luxury, but these
units are very cheap on eBay (only £2.64,
including postage, from China of course).
The one I used is specified to display
voltages between 60V and 500V AC. and
has the neat feature that it derives its power
from the AC voltage being monitored,
so it’s as easy to use as an analogue
meter, and probably cheaper. In reality
the voltmeter I used worked down to
about 50V. The only slight inconvenience
is that a rectangular slot (72mm by 40mm
for this particular meter) needs to be cut
into the front panel, and this takes a little
time and patience to get a neat finish.

The 120V output appears on a US-style
socket - actually a pair of these on my
unit - and I also brought the output live
and neutral connections, and mains earth,
to 4mm terminal post connectors on  the
front panel. The colours used (live - black;
neutral - white; earth — green) may seem
strange, but these are the standard mains
wiring colours used in the US. Make sure
you label these to avoid confusion when
you've forgotten what the colours mean.
This allows a radio without a mains plug to
be powered, and also permits an external
voltmeter to be connected if desired.
This is handy to ensure that the live and
neutral connectors are indeed connected
correctly. and not the opposite way round.

i did not use any switches on the input
or output of the unit. I tend not to trust
switches where the mains is concerned,
and always switch off and unplug at
the mains socket before making any
modifications to a radio being tested.



Auto-Transformer and Case
You can often find second-hand
auto-transformers at BVWS meetings
and radio rallies at very reasonable
prices. I used a hefty RadioSpares SDOVA
auto-transformer, which i bought for £1
at the Dunstable Downs radio rally a few
years ago. The seller was relieved he
didn’t have to carry it back to his car!
This is very over-rated for the radios I
intended to power. and it just about fits
into the metal cabinet into which I built
the unit. You can also find very compact
toroidal mains auto-transformers. but
these are not cheap if bought new.

I had a metal cabinet to hand. which
was waiting for a project. and at 220mm
wide by 160mm deep by 150mm high, it
was the ideal size for this unit. I definitely
recommend that you use a metal case for
the unit. and you ensure that all its metal
panels are connected to mains earth.

Make sure you use a grommet where the
mains cable enters the rear panel. and a
strain-relief arrangement. such as a p—clip
cable clamp. to prevent the cable from
being accidentally pulled out of the unit.

Output Sockets
Figure 3 shows the way the pins on
modern American three-pin sockets are
allocated: note that the live and neutral
slots are different sizes. the neutral one
being slightly bigger. This means that if
the correct modern two-pin plug is used,

it can only be inserted one way round.
NEMA 1-15 is the standard for two-wire.

non-grounding connectors. Two-pin
sockets have been prohibited in new
buildings in the US since 1962. NEMA 5-15
is the standard for three-wire. grounding
connectors, which have been used for
all new sockets since 1974. You can look
these standards up on Google if you want
more information. The socket is normally

_"Hot"

-. Ground

Figure 3: The way the pins on modern American
three-pin sockets are allocated.

rated at a maximum current of 15A. The
prongs on older two-pin plugs tend to
be the same size. and can be inserted
either way round. This is typical of the
arrangement with most USumanufactured
radios: they have to be capable of working
either way round when plugged into an AC
outlet and be safe to touch. though some
have less hum on their audio outputs with

the connection the correct way round.
As you can see from the photograph. l

fitted a dual-output USS-style socket to the
front panel of my unit. with its lead passing
through the front panel via a grommeted
hole. The dual socket was from an extension
lead I picked up from a hardware store when
visiting the US recently. i labelled the live
outputs, in case I wanted to be sure which
way round I had inserted an older plug.
Several UK-based vendors. including Maplln.
sell various US mains plugs and sockets.

To protect the transformer from possible
overloads, l fitted panel—mounted fuse
holders for the 2301.1F AC input (on the
rear panel} and the 120V AC output (on
the front panel). 2A fuses were more than
adequate for the leads I was planning to
apply. The output voltage can be set to
less than 120V by driving the 230V mains
input from a variable output transformer.
This would allow. for example, the nominally
120V mains input to a radio to be slowly
ramped up from zero when powering the
radio for the first time in many years.

Summary
I built a neat, safe, fused and metered
source of nominally 120V A0 for powering
US-manufactured radios. By using a
second hand auto-transformer and metal
cabinet, and a panel—mounted digital
AC voltmeter from China, the cost was
very reasonable. You can easily adapt
the unit to suit an auto—transformer
and cabinet you may already have.

The "

June 6th 2015
A memorial to the man in the white coat
12 — 6pm

23 Rosendale Road. West Dulwich, London SE21 808
020 8670 3667 Registered Charity No. 1111516

Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
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A trip down Memory Lane, of 56 years ago................
In Project of a Lifetime. I described how an article in the Practical Wireless of April 1958 inspired
me to start my career in Electronics Engineering. That article was the start of a series entitled
'A Beginner’s Constructional Course — Il’ written by E V King, that ran up to December 1958
with ‘How to Diagnose Faults in the Set’ containing test voltages on the valve pins etc.
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Components used for first stage (their function will
LIST or COMPONENTS

118-471": } watt. (Yellow, V inlet, Yellon. l

f‘

beexpiained i n thenex tm. )
Baking tin or chassis.
Grommets.
Nuts. bolts, soldering tags, pull back insulated
wire, solder. flux etc.wise-4| (vnéim or SP6] M65).
Mazda Octal valve base and toppcap  comiector.
MRI—Metal Rectifier, any type rated at 240 l .
and 30 rim or more.
Cid—500 pF ceramic or mica.- 500 it. working.
(37—400 pF ceramic or mica 300 if. working.
Cltl—. i rrFFpaper 350 v. working.
(SIS—400 r: micaorceramic500v. working.
Gil—One half of a double electrolytic condenser,

i;

l td—10kt._. nattr (Brown, Black,',0range.)
gal—3i: 3 watt. (Orange Black, Red or printed

era.)
TR l-—-Filament transformer or output transiormer

usedassuch. SeeText. 240-200 v. todortoi ts.
.. Li—Wearite PM! on“.

Sl——Si Ie-pole sing:e-nay rotar;r switch with
insulat knob.

_ C5 and CG—Double variable 500 pF condenser
titled with trimmers and a tuning knob tinge one
or slow motion drive).
Phones fitted with two .05 HF 500 v. condensers as
stated in text.

8-8 pF, 350 it. working.

32-32 uF 350 v. we
114—] M
117—- tto.
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Figure 1: First stage components checklist

So who was Mr E V King. was this a
pseudonym? A little bit of research soon
revealed that Mr King was a real person. He
was a highly respected science teacher at
the Sheerwater County Secondary School
in Waking. now the Bishop David Brown
School. He designed this wireless during the
mid to late 1950's. By all accounts he was
an exceptional teacher who inspired boys

C12 and 13-— Anoti'ler double electrolytic, 16-10  or

i watt. (Brown,dBlack. Green.)

through the Science Club at the school. for
third year pupils and above. Mr E V King
was a prolific writer for Practical Wireless
and other titles and used pseudonyms G
K Vine and K Given (anagrams of his real
name). It was reported that the school
laboratory was stuffed with government
surplus equipment. which was used to
provide parts for the boys’ projects.
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In April 1958 when l was 13% loame
across this beginner's course, it was
pretty much pure luck. as in  those days
you made your own entertainment. Not
much entertainment was ready made and
packaged ready to use like it is today. My
dad worked for a local building firm. At
the back of the yard there were a number
of small businesses renting space in old
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storage buildings (more like grand huts.
a bit better than sheds). and in one of
these was a wireless and television repair
service. So, when I had time, I would cycle
down to the yard, meet my Dad and cycle
home with him. If I was early or Dad was
delayed, I would sit in the corner of the
repair shop and watch what was going
on. The ‘hut' was like Aladdin's cave, with
racks stacked to the ceiling with valves
and components like glittering jewels to
me. The benches were full of sets for
repair or on test, and I could look inside
at all the glowing valves and lamps and
feel the warmth coming out (nice on a cold
winters’ day). Very occasionally I would
be given an old wireless that had been
condemned as beyond repair. and I would
take it home for parts, wobbling about on
the handlebars of my bike. That's how I
had enough parts to tackle Mr E V Kings
beginners course. I was lucky enough to
have a mother that did not object to my
bedroom filling up with 'junk'. Dad built me
a fold-away bench that was hinged under
my window so that I could ‘work’ on my
projects in good light. In hindsight I was
keeping myself occupied, and keeping out
of their way, and not getting into mischief.

As soon as I started on this new rebuild.
apart from being almost overwhelmed
with nostalgia, the grunt-work of bending,
cutting and drilling the chassis came to the
fore. I thought how well I did at the age of
thirteen, tackling this, with no pillar drill,
bender and q—max cutters. I remembered
leaning on top of the coal bunker with
Dads' huge rat tail file in hand opening
the valve holder holes up to size. The
chassis used in Mr King’s design was a
tin plate baking pan. Cutting holes in one
of those, with all the jagged edges would
have been lethal, no doubt I would have
out myself. I remember I used a sheet of
aluminium, but not how I came by it.

In April 1953, Mr King quoted that
— Making a chassis is not easy unless
you have a well equipped workshop
and so the author used baking tins from
a popular store for the demonstration
prototypes photographed with the series.
Oil drum metal straightened, cleaned and
aluminium painted makes a good chassis.

OIL DRUMS? Mr King’s store must have
been quite a sight. I get the minds eye
view of a great stack of Castrol, Duokhams
or Esso drums in the back yard. “Take
your pick my boy". "Please sir can I take
one home to show my mum”. “I'm going
to make my wireless on one of these
mum". “I thought he had a workshop not
a garage back yard", and so it goes on.
Some of the safety tips given by Mr
King were quite humorous (clearly
meant as serious) but had a flavour
of Spike Milligan about them.

"The following points may be
helpful for the beginner:

i: The mains switch must be a type
which uses an insulated knob or there
is a danger of shock if the unit is
incorrectly connected to the mains.

2: Do not wont on a mains receiver when
standing on a garage, shed. concrete,
or other damp floor. if you do your work
in such a place use a good rubber mat
in perfect condition. Do not work near
water taps or other earthed objects.
Provided the user is not himself wet he
is not likely to do himself harm, but he
certainly will drop a chassis or valve when
240v is applied to his bodyl Never touch
a mains radio with wet hands or feet.

3: On this receiver if you connect the mains
the wrong way round the chassis becomes
live, so be sure to connect the lead going
via 81  to chassis to the neutral or black wire
and connect correctly to the 3-pin socket. "

Goodness me! With your Spike humour
switched on, one could add - make

sure that yoUr wellingtons are in perfect
condition, keep one hand in your pocket,
and wear your sunglasses so that
you don't get blinded by the flash.

It is so simple to change the design
slightly and wire up the power supply
so that the chassis is isolated from
the mains input. I wonder how many
schoolboys were electrocuted in their
attempt to build this wireless!

In April 1958, transformer temperature
rise - Mr King also stated that the
transformer must never get hotter than
can be tolerated by the fingers. I wonder
how long did he wait to find out that
he had a short circuit somewhere?

I must admit that with my re-build
here, for my own personal safety, I
built a valve rectified HT DC supply
on a separate earthed chassis.

Aerial

Figure '2

Gathering the 3 valv‘er ['zt'llllptjlr'ferils
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Fig. 10(0).——-Wt‘fiW." for Fig. .9. 10lhi.-—Umlersidc
of chassis (barter-y "supplies not shown and previous
wiring omitted). Fig. luck—Details of roll fixing.
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Fig. rill—Theoretical circuit for 6 V6 output stage.

Figure 4
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The precision slow motion drive

The mains transformer primary is the only connection to the
mains through a Yaxley type rotating double pole switch.

Mr King goes on to describe cutting out valve and condenser
holes, "There are various ways of doing this. Special valve hole
cutters may be bought at radio dealers, or variable tank cutters
may be purchased more cheaply at an ironmongers or borrowed
from a plumber. They need, however; to be used with great care or
they will tear the tin and spoil the chassis." What about the danger
to the boy himself when cutting thin tinplate with a tank cutter?
Unless everything is bolted (clamped) down, this is virtually an
impossible task. A hand held power drill with a tin chassis flailing
around out of control like ‘The Texas Chainsaw Massacre' comes
to mind. Mr King goes on to say “When the holes have been
cut out hammer the metal chassis flat on a smooth surface”.

During the initial phase of the construction of the wireless. where
only the one valve is present. there is a test of the HT supply. “Hold
an insulated screwdriver in such a way that it shorts junction of
HS and 09 to chassis. A big fat blue spark should jump across.
Always discharge electrolytics in this way " I always use a big fat
100:2 resistor held with pliers with insulated handles to do this. You
don't get a lightning strike or shock the electrolytic condenser.

The published articles in the series were:
Title — A Beginner's Constructional Course — II. A new
series written especially for the Amateur by E V King:
1. April 1958. A 1-Valve AC set
2. May 1958. Finishing the 1-Valve set
3. June 1958. Converting the 2-valver into a S-valve set
4. July 1958. Use of the volume control
5. August 1958. Fitting a separate LF volume control
6. September 1958. More details of fitting a separate
volume control and other modifications.
7. December 1958. How to diagnose faults in the set.
Somebody told me that there was a printing strike at George Newnes
Ltd in November 1958, which was the reason for the last of the
series appearing in the December issue of Practical Wireless.

I set out to build the final iii-valve version straight off, of course
as a boy I worked all through the stages as they appeared in
sequence. The first article gave the final form metal chassis design
so that you did not have to try and drill and cut holes in a chassis
partly populated with components as the build developed.

I still had a good collection of Wearite P series coils which was
the linchpin of the decision to have another go at the construction.
plus I had kept an original SDOpf Jackson variable condenser at
the back of the shelf just in case. Those Jackson types were very
well made with feet and little platforms ready to mount trimmers.

Figure 1. Is the list of components necessary to make
the 1-valver as depicted in Figure 2 (actual Fig. 9.},
which was the original leaky grid detector version.

“Two types of detector are common in this type of receiver. The
most sensitive is known as "leaky grid" but the system which is
probably most widely used in commercial instruments and which
gives the best selectivity is known as “anode bend". it is intended to



Wiring Chasers top

use leaky grid detection in the first instance
as it is easy to fix up and get working and
requires less expense and components. ”

The accompanying article warns about
the difference between the Mazda and
International Octal valve bases. and goes
through the wiring connections with colour
coding to enable accuracy to be maintained.
l have to say at this point that it is clear
that Mr King. as a teacher. had the knack
of precise description and construction
of the English language. Order of thought
and avoidance of repetition was natural
to him. If you have one of the magazines
in this series just have a quick read and
you will see what I mean. A hidden lesson
for boys in advancing their learning.

The initial switch on  and test.
"Connect (condenser protected) one
phone lead to chassis and the other to pin
3 of the valve just wired up. Plug in the
mains the right way round. switch on at
mains and at S t .  Wait a minute. Connect
a reasonably long aerial (50ft. or more)
directly to the red tag of the PA2 cell. You
should immediately hear the local station
more or less irrespective of the position of
the tuning condenser. The tuning is damped
by the long aerial. Now attach the aerial
to the flying lead from the condenser C l .
Tune 05 (the main gang) and you should
receive Light and Home programmes
easily and probably some Continental

Wiring components underneath

stations. bu t  do not expect too much from
this stage on its own. it is not even fitted
with reaction. There should be very little
hum. More will be said about this later: "

It was here that I can remember the
exhilaration of hearing my wireless work for
the first time. I can still remember it was
the Goon Show. Before this I had made the
1950 crystal set out of the Eagle Annual.
which worked. but not as good as this! if I
had a copy of the May 1953 Radio Times
I could work out the actual time and day.
I bet it was about 6.30 in the evening.

The wiring diagrams were excellent. see
(original figs 10(a). and 10(b)) my figure 3. At
this point the boy needs to be proficient with
resistor colour code reading. No mention of
what the colour code actually was though.

“Later details will be given for adding
an HF tuned amplifier and anode bend
detection. After this the radio will receive
dozens of stations on a few yards of aerial
at good loudspeaker strength. Later in this
series a suggested output stage to give
2 watts of power can be installed. This
latter stage uses a 6V6. The use of SP6?
valves also means economy in rectilying
and smoothing the HT supply. while
the symmetry of the bases throughout
the set will enable you to build it with
a minimum of error: ’Wow! I could not
wait for the next month'5 article.

A word about leaky grid detection derived
in a pentode. The theory of operation

is the same as a diode except that the
pentode is used for amplification. The grid
and the cathode act as the diode. The
grid bias is derived through rectification
of the carrier at the grid. The grid leak
and coupling condenser time-constant
are designed to follow the amplitude
variation of the modulation. The grid acts
as the anode of the diode during positive
element of the signal. and as a grid during
the negative element of the signal. The
grid bias is reduced to a level following
the amplitude of the carrier. The negative
elements of the signal are amplified in
the pentode and appear at the anode of
the valve. A resistor and condenser filter
shorts the RF component of the signal to
ground. The remaining audio frequency
remains for passing to the next stage.
The diode effect of the valve loads the
tuned circuit reducing the Q and widening
the bandwidth. As there is no cathode
bias resistor. grid bias is produced at the
grid itself by the input impedance of the
series resistance and capacitance itself in
series with the tuning coil. The non-linear
characteristic of the pentode creates
distortion in the output at the anode.

In the development of the set. the addition
of the output stage to drive a loudspeaker
takes place before adding the RF stage. A
couple of points in the layout and wiring
are included for the education of the boy.

”Fix an ordinary {or multi—ratio} output
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Figure 5

transformer in the position shown in Fig.
14. Note that the iaminations are at a right
angie to the mains transformer. This is .
to avoid "hum” pick up from the mains.
Make sure it is mounted firmiy. The tags
on the output transformer must be sorted
out first, if it is a muiti-ratio type before
connection of a ioudspeakert'Experirnents
with tappings on this transformer wiii do no
harm if you are in doubt. With a standard
type the thick wires go to the speaker and
the thinner ones to the anode and Hi: You
may test this transformer in a simiiar way to
that described for the fiiament transformer
using a flash temp and torch battery. "
The circuit diagram for the 6V6 output
stage is Figure 4. (original Fig. 37.)
"The voiume obtainabie from the set as
constructed to date is much more than
sufficient for any ordinary househoid.
For use at a party or in a smaii haii more
voiume may be obtained by using a
beam type output vaive such as a 61/6.
With the voitage avaiiabie about 2 watts
of power wouid be obtained, 9% watt is
more than sufficient for ordinary needs
so there wiii be quite a bit to spare.

One change to provide a iarger cunent
is to repiace the smoothing resistor R1“!
with an LP choke rated at 10 Henries. The
choke is fitted in position underneath the
transformer and that the iaminates are at
right angies to both the mains and speaker
transformers. This is to keep hum to a
minimum. Using this vaive the ovedoading on
tuii iocai station voiume disappears and the
vaive gets very hot. This is quite in order: The
metai types especiaiiy can cause a blister
it touched after an hour or so's operation,
they are black in coiour and shouid aiways
be left that way to heip in radiation. No
screen shouid be used round these vaives. "
The good old 6V6 worked very well with

ample gain, being a very simple circuit to
implement. All I needed to do was confirm
the Radiospares output transformer
connections. I did not have a copy of
the data sheet for the standard type.
So a quick search on the internet soon
found what I needed, figure 5.  The slope
characteristic of a 6V6 is near enough Bk'Q
so the primary connection tags 1 and 3
would do, as actual quoted was 9k’9. My
loudspeaker used for this wireless was 1512,
so secondary connection tags A and C are
the right ones. In recent years Fiadiospares
produced a suitable replacement output
transformer type RS 210-6475. Why might
a transformer that apparently has the
primary to secondary right turns ratio not
work? Any standing current will probably
saturate the magnetic circuit of the core.
That's why you see a stated ‘rated at
40mA‘ for a Standard transformer in the
catalogue specification. A heavy-duty type
can accept a standing current of BDmA.
but has the same tag connection ratios.

To test the detector with the
output stage new constructed
“The detector stage shouid not have been
disturbed and shouid of course stiii be
working. Connect everything up, note the
mains is in the right way round and switch
on. Note that both fiiarnents iight up. if
not check the mains suppiy and filament
circuits. Attach a good aeriai (50ft wiii give
good voiume at this stage) to the positions
on the PA2 aiready detaiied. These pieces
are "Y” or "Red" of the PHF2 coii near
V2. if the aorta! is short it  is best attached
directiy to the red tag of the coii via a smaii
SOOpF safety condenser Your receiver wiii
now receive iocai stations at good speaker
voiume. There shouid oniy be a minimum
of hum from the speaker and speech and

‘r'iiote: Trim m across “ “ ‘ “ "MWM
tunrhg capacitors C5 ' Pit
and Cd omitted for rarity PS 17:2

_ HT tit-r W 2'. i -1,
c9 (.76 30 C J L a

x % (.3.
Cor? 

1’2...

math»
In: Output

Stage
(74 V3 i—

$39!?

PHFB C7
1 ’——|

I, Pea!

i
.. : 0

P4 ‘3 00"

H 340!!!
C6 '4 "'. E '- 71?! AC mains

CID Cf5

' tfi  Waiver is Ear-tired" vie Mai-he. no other earth must be used alt-Pow misd-

Fig. 22.—-——_—The theoretical circuit with this month‘s additions.
Figure 6
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Cl-—-—500 pF mica aerial series condenser fitted to
safeguard someone fitting the aerial if the receiver
were: connected to mains the wrong way round.
Incidentally, it will also save PA2 burning out if the
aerial hit the gutter, etc., under similar conditions.

C2—.01;:F paper, 350 volts working. This is a screen
decoupling condenser.

C3—.01 pF 350 v. bias condenser.
CAI—.01 pF 350 v. decoupling condenser (optional,

see text). -
C5 and C6—Twin gang 500 F, each gang fitted with

trimmers. Slow -motion rive an advantage. A
three-gang may be used with the middle gang not
used (one prototype will be seen in the photographs
to have a three-gang in use). Insulated kno with
sunken grub screws required. These condensers tune
the twu coil secondaries to the frequency required.

C7--100 or 120 pF mica or ceramic. This is the grid
condenser which stops a charge on the grid of V2
leaking instantaneously to earl via PHF2.

C8 and C9—-A double 8-8 pF electrolytic condenser.
Any value will do which is greater than 8, i.e., a
32-32 pF will be just as good. The Working voltage
must be at least 250 v. and for safety order .350 v.
condensers. ‘
C8 decouples with R5 the H.T. for V] ,  and C9
decouples with R6 the _.H.T. supply for V2. >

Cl0—-.i pF paper 350 v. working, screen decoupling for
V2.

C11—-—-—25nF (between 12  and 50 is suitable), 25 v.
electrolytic condenser. Do not use one with a higher
voltage rating. This keeps the bias on V3 grid
steady no matter what current is passing across R9.

C12  and Cl3—Another double electrolytic, 16-16 ill?
or larger, say, 32-32;:F, 450 v. working. Do not
use a lower working voltage than 350 v.  C12 is' the
reservoir condenser for MRI and C13 is the smooth-

~ ing condenser working with R1] .
Cld——-.0| “F  mica or ceramic or Sprague type, 600 v.

working. This couples the output from V2  anode to
the grid of V3. It must be good or H.T. Will get to
the grid and ruin V3. Slight leakage would put a
wrong bias on V3 grid and cause distortion.

Cl5-—--100 pF mica or ceramic. This gives a H43.
by-pass to earth with practically no path for audio
currents. It also helps with modulation hum troubles.

Glow—.01 NF paper 450 v. working. A top cut capacitor
for toning down the high note response of pentodes.
I t  also helps to cut out medium wave heterodyue
whistles during the evenings. .

(All resistors are ,1 watt unless stated otherwise.)
[ti-“1.000 ohms (brown. black, red). This gives a bias

on V1 grid. Bias varies with position of R2 as the
current through the resistor thus varies.

R2 --—-—1 megohm potentiometer. This is a true potentio-

Here is a complete list of parts, with alternatives and their function in the circuit.
(and hence the amplification of the valve) on V1
screen grid is thus controlled by the slider.

R3-~220 k. (red, red, yellow), a resistor to stop the
grid of V1 connected to R2 slider from becoming
too positive. The. value given is satisfactory, for
greater sensitivity adjust as described later.

124—1 megohm (brown, black, - green). Grid leak to
allow the charge on the control grid of V2 to leak
slowly to earth, otherwise ”the valve would cut off.

115—10 ‘k.  (brown, black," orange). Decoupling -resistor for V], works in conjunction with C8. 1'R6—10 k. Decoupling resistor for V2, workswith C9. --
R7--—-l megohm. Screen H.T. dropper for .V2 to get a 1’

suitable voltage on V2 grid for. leaky grid detection. ..
118—470 k. (yellow, violet, yellow). Anode load for V2. 'The detected signal is developed across. this resistor. '1
R9—330 ohms (orange, orange, brown). Bias resistor *-

for V3. This givesa voltage-drop when the valve ':
draws current, thus producing a negative bias' for
V3 grid (via R10).

RIO—470 k. (yellow, violet. yellow). Grid leak to
give the proper bias to control grid of V3 and to
stop it acquiring a charge. '

R1  1——-3,000 ohms (5,000 ohms would do). 3 watts or
lar er wattage. This is the smoothing resistor in the
H. .. circuit and works in partnership with C1213.
Large resistors are not usually coded, but if  so it is
oran e, black, red.

Ll-——- earite PA2 aerial coupling coil and tuned grid
coil for V] .

LZ-MWearite PHFZ anode coupling coil and tuned
detector coil for V2.

Vlw—SP4llSP61 (that is VRtisag'VRtiS ex ~governm.eat)
H.F. amplifier. .

V2~—-Ditto. Leaky grid detector. -
V3-——Ditto. L.F. output stage. ~
Three bases for the above valves. livlazda Octal. T hrce

top caps to suit.
TRl-w-Filament transformer, 4 .v. 3 A .  or 6 v. 2 A. (see

text) from A.C. mains. Standard speaker trans-
former will do under some conditions.

1‘R2-—Standard speaker transformer or multi-ratio
type (R.C.S.). This provides an anode load-for V3
and matches the valve to the speaker.

M'Rl---——Metal rectifier. Any type supplying 30  pm
or more and rated a t  240 v. input will do. This
rectifies the A.C. input to pulsating D.C._. which is .
received by C12 (H.148 is a suitable type). .f.

Sl——~Mains on/ofl' switch. Toggle type not suitable. i
Rotary type with insulated knob is required. One 3
pole one way __will_ do, or two  pole one way can he =T
used (see text).

CHASSIS—See text. 5.
MAINS LEADSw—Two core coloured cable with three

pin plug, if possible.
AERIAL—~60 ft. or more for one-velvet. 20 ft. or less
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Figure 7
music should be undistorted and clear. If the
directions have been carefully followed no
troubles will arise. A student of 15 built one
of these receivers from these instructions
and only made one error which he quickly
put right. ” (Having avoided barbed tin
plate, oil drums and electrocution)

“Do not proceed to the next stage unfil
your two valver is working perfectly as
regards clarity and lowness of hum.” The
next step in the build description was to
add an HF tuner amplifier with reaction.

“Adding an HF stage. If we fit an amplifier
to increase the aerial signal then we shall
get much more volume from the output
stage. This volume is, of  course limited, or
distortion will occur on local stations. 80
the amplifier fitted must have a variable
amplification factor. If the amplifier fitted
is tuned like the detector stage we shall
have much increased selectivity Stations
near together on the dial will be separated
with ease and distant ones received well
provided fading troubles are not too bad
(these are atmospheric in origin). ”

The voltage

The complete receiver now looks
like that in Figure 6 (original Fig.22),
with parts list in Figure 7.

“ Testing the Complete Receiver. l up
all leads making sure mains is in correctly
Observe that all valves light up. Advance
R2 and signals should be heard. A long
aerial is not required. Advance R2 fully, if
the set starts to oscillate this is in order.
Do not leave it doing so, retard R2 until
the oscillations clear (if there were any)
and tune the gang condenser. Stations
should be heard though probably with
interference for the time being.

Trimming the Receiver. Have a look at
the gang condensers and find the small
auxiliary condensers called trimmers. A small
screwdriver will be required to adjust these.
00 them up tight and then undo them both
two complete turns. Now open the vanes
and find a weaklsh station (Le. Luxembourg,
if you are not too near the south coast).
Use R2 control as necessary, but do not
let the receiver oscillate; if it does reduce
setting of R2 slightly Now adjust carefully
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the two trimmers one at  a time to receive
your weak station at maximum volume. If
the radio oscillates as you do this retard R2.
With care you will get the station loudest at
a certain setting of  each trimmer and if each
screw is moved the slightest either way the
signal should be fainter. If this condition is
not obtained you must experiment with one
trimmer done up more than the other in
the first instance. All trimming is best done
on the aerial it is intended to use with the
receiver as the setting of the trimmer on CS
is affected by the capacity of the aerial. The
author would like to repeat again that when
finished the trimming should be such that a
weak station on the high frequency end of
the tuning is peaked with each trimmer ”

At this point in the description of the
development of the receiver, Mr King has to
go further into the description of the set up
of the reaction control, in order to raise the
possibility of having to modify some of the
component values to get reaction to occur
at the right point. Indeed reaction depends
upon circuit sensitivity due to component . 0
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tolerances and physical circuit spacing.
“Use of the Volume control {Page 350). This
type of receiver is designed so that there
is a certain feed-back effect between 1/1
and V2, that is why no screening is used.
This reaction effect is controlled by the
use o f  the volume control, especially when
it is advanced far over. By the way. if your
control works in reverse. simply change
over the connections to the outside tags.
Just before the oscillation point is the most
sensitive setting for the receiver when distant
reception is required. To get a more accurate
setting of the volume control the value of
R3 may be adjusted to suit your particular
valves and wiring. The value given for R3,
however; is a good one. and there is no need
to alter it unless you are most particular
about long distance work. Generally
speaking R3 should be of such a value that
when the vanes of the gang condenser are
one-third in the set will just oscillate when
the volume control is turned full on. To tell if
the set is oscillating gently rotate the tuning
knob about one-third position. Heterodyne
whistles mean the set is oscillating.

if the set does not oscillate reduce the
value of  R3 to 1' 00kt?! and try again. lf
necessary reduce R3 to zero and use a
piece of wire. if this is not effective solder
a short length of  plastic covered wire to
CS and a similar length to C6; bend these
two wires so that they are near together for
about tie in. o f  their length. They act as a

Com plated primer 1:. no :35; if

very small condenser. Adjust their distance
apart by trial and error to obtain satisfactory
reaction. in some cases they may have to
be gently twisted together (not connected,
however). if the set oscillates too soon. i.e.,
the set oscillates when the volume control
is only half way, it means you are not  able
to make use of the available amplification
(without reaction) o f  VT. So make sure all
grid and anode leads to V1 and V2 are short.
Make sure that the leads to CS and 06 are
short and as far apart as possible. Make
sure your valves are mounted as shown
and not close together. When all this has
been done. and not before, increase the
value of R3 to 330K: or more as required.

Do not get the idea that this is an
old-fashioned reaction type receiver: No
reaction is used until the extreme and of the
volume control travel is reached. Up to that
point the volume control is of  the ordinary
type. Do not alter R3 until you have trimmed
the receiver very carefully. if in doubt put
back the 220k’9 resistor and start again.
Quote — Elimination of hum. The author
has much experience with youth work
and he has found that one of the biggest
troubles the beginner faces is not
knowing how to set about elimination
of hum from his loudspeaker:
When this receiver is finally completed there
will be no audible hum two feet from a Sin.
speaker; a little only from a 10in. However;
the set is not yet complete. especially will

j'\' I  f l ,  
I l l !  i .  Ila-F . 1  f rfio  —

"3?? sue-7' '- -'

the leaky grid detector pick up hum on the
top cap o f  V2. This detector is very sensitive.
but later another type will be used (a
modification) which will cut out this "pick-up”
on V2. At the moment if you bring your finger
within Tin. o f  V2 top cap loud humming will
result. This is a good test of the sensitivity of
the receiver: This grid will pick up hum from
any local electric field (near-by transformer;
motor. etc.). A good way to overcome the
trouble is to make a cocoa tin shield, fixing
the lid to the base around V2 holder and
cutting slot down one side for the lead to
the top cap. The author in the prototype
did not find this necessary unless he used a
12in. speaker which accentuated the hum.

Modulation Hum — lf hum is introduced
into the V1 circuit it will not  show
itself until it has a signal on which to
superimpose itself, i.e., it modulates a
signal. This hum is tuneable and only
occurs when a carrier is being received
and is especially noticeable just before
the oscillation point when R2 is advanced.
Modulation burn is one of the most
difficult and tricky problems of receivers
with the chassis connected to mains. ”

Mr King goes on to suggest several
different fixes that could be tried with this
receiver. interesting to interpret for general
purposes on other receivers. 1. Use a
0.01 pt condenser (1000v) to decouple the
live mains side to earth. 2. Use a 0.01m
across the smoothing resistor. 3. Use smaller
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aerial feed condenser such as 50pf. 4. Try
series resistors and chokes in the aerial
feed. 5. Try a 0.0‘luf from chassis to real
earth. The author found no troubles from
modulation hum save on one which was
completely cured by method 1. above.

"Having now got the receiver working
satisfactorily you are now ready to carry
out various modifications. the first of
which will be anode bend detection. The
SP6? is not an ideal valve to use with
this method of detection (does the class
know? Yes, that's right, the valve needs
to be variable p.*), but it is proposed
to use it for the following reasons:
1. This type of circuit provides a low
reactance path for 50 cycles mains hum
through the tuning coil to earth. Condenser
C? prevents this happening with leaky
grid detection. The barn is, of course,
picked up by the top cap and leads
connected to it. Thus screening is not
necessary with anode bend detection.
2. it provides less damping on the
tuning coil, and thus provides better
selectivity. Stations of nearly the same
wavelength are thus separated more

The  comple ted  receiver work ing

easily Tuning and trimming, however;
become more tricky and a large knob or
slow-motion mechanism are desirable.
3. A point of  very great importance to the
beginner is the switching used for gram!
radio. With anode bend it is possible to get
reasonable reproduction using only a simple
switch changing the valve to an LP amplifien
With leaky grid this is more difficult as a bias
resistor and condenser have to be switched
in for gram. Leaky grid detection is more
sensitive, that is probably its only advantage.
A point to note is that whenlif changing
over to anode bend detection, R?
changes from 1M9 to 6.80s in order to
bring V2 back to the correct operating
point on the slope characteristic. ”
*Pentode RF amplifiers are of two types,
those with a sharp cut-off and those with
a remote cut-off characteristic. Valves with
sharp cut-off characteristics are used as
audio frequency voltage amplifiers and
anode bend detectors. Remote cut-off types
are used for RF and IF amplifiers. Just a
little more information; remote cut-off types
allow the application of AVG with a minimum
of distortion. Your homework is to find

out how to determine the sharp or remote
type from the published characteristics?

"Test the completed receiver. Stations
which interfered with one another will not
now do so. There will be less hum, but
you may have to retrim the condensers
CS and CS. The procedure remains the
same as given last month. if you are keen
to get every ounce of volume from the
receiver you may adjust H3 or use twisted
wire capacitor between CS and OS to
get the utmost feedback a t  full volume
setting as explained last month. This latter
is not  necessary and would not probably
be carried out on most small commercial
receivers of this type. The values given are
good ones and will suit the beginner well. "

A word about anode bend detection.
Detection works when operation is towards
the point of anode current cut-off, so
that non-linearity occurs and causes
rectification. Detection efficiency is small,
but the amplification of the pentoda makes
up for this. Distortion is great at low input
voltages. However, the grid input from
the tuning circuit is not loaded due to the
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high grid impedance and positive bias detector having 100% feedback. which additional volume control in the fifth (August)
effect of the grid. On a circuit as used on I used in the design for my ‘Project of a instalment of the series. Nor did I bother
this set. top bend rectification is set up by Lifetime‘, published last year in the BVWS with the baby alarm. as my babies are
introducing a high cathode resistance, with Bulletin. If this improved anode top bend approaching their 50‘s! I did have a chuckle
feedback eliminated by the parallel by-pass detector is used then it wouid need to about the baby alarm pick-up. an Bin.
condenser. BUT. better design leads to the be followed by additional amplification. moving coil speaker hanging overhead out
cathode bias resistor being by-passed for A 6J5 triode stage would do nicely. of reach of the child. “Take the leads out of
radio frequencies only. this results in a loss I did not bother with adding the gram the room to an ordinary speaker transformer
in gain because of the negative feedback. pick-up modifications included in Mr Kings fitted just behind the radio (about Sin to
but a great improvement in audio quality. design as it had no advantage for me. 1ft away from the speaker transformer of
This design then tends towards the reflex Therefore I did not require to construct the the receiver itself, or feedback troubles
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Working power chassis The Wini'ig Hi lilo l__1f_||ii{)iei8d Ci‘lElSSIS

TEST FIGURES FOR v.1
Mains Used 1 240 v. A.C. Mains 200 v. AC. Mains '
Meter Used ' 1.000 a i -  400 :2 1.00m 400 o “‘1

Test Point: as under m Reading name i Reading Rana: Reading m Reading i
Junction mice on. H.111 51302, 230 v. 15335;. i 210 v. 35% - 130 v. l 530?, - mo v.
Pin 1 (Main HI.) . . 500 v. 240 v. I 500 v. 240 v. “Em. 195 v. ' ] 500 v. 19: v.
Pin 2 Fullvolmnc s v. 1.6 v. ‘ s v. 1.6 v. s v. 1.5 v. i 5 v. 1.5 v.Half volume 5 v. .7 v. i 5 v. .1 v. 3 v. .7 v. 5 v. .7 v.Zero volume . 5 v. .2 v. 1 5 v. 1 .2 v. 5 v. .I v. i 5 v. .1 v.
PinJ . 500v. 200v. l 500v. i 200v. | 500V. 175 v. I 500v. 115 v.
Pin 4 Fullvolume .. 500 v. 95 v. 500 v. i as v. 500 v. as v. ' 500 v. so v.Hull'volume “ l  soov. 50v. 500v. - i  20v. 500v. 30v. i snow. 15v. 1Zero volume . .  I 500 v. 0 v. 300 v .  0 v. 500 v. I 0 v. i 500 v. 0 v. ‘

Pin a | 25v. A (2 4:6 It. i as v. AL‘; 4:15 v. |2s v. A.C. i 4rd v. i 25 v. A.C.| 4:6 v.
Anode Current (Full vellum] ...i 5 m. 1.5 m l 5 mile. i L! m. i 5 m. i LS out. i 5 IIIA. i 1.2 out.

Figure 10
will develop)". A bit of wiring installation
is described, and then. "For added safety
you could earth it separately to a water
pipe." Picture it. a (potentially) mains live
metal case speaker hanging over a baby in
a cot. it's like a start for a horror movie!

The next modification described
is the addition of a tone control.
“There are many ways and places in which
a tone control may be fitted. lt is proposed
to fit a simple top cut control which is
especially useful with pentodes as they
tend to accentuate the higher notes of the
musical register: The control will allow you
to "suit your ear" by cutting some o f  the
top notes as required. This is also useful
for heterodyne whistles so annoying in the
evening on the medium waveband'. "
This effect seems to have disappeared
these days. and I have not noticed this
problem as I sat typing this article whilst
listening to my new TRF receiver.

It does not matter how sophisticated
receivers are, if two broadcast station
carriers overlap then this sets up a
heterodyne resultant (that is the positive
or negative algebraic difference between
the two carriers). This phenomenon is
halved if the carriers are single sideband.
The Copenhagen Agreement of 1943 was
supposed to eliminate this interference
problem. I have mentioned this to some
BVWS members over time and nearly all
said that they had never heard of it; that

surprised me. The 1943 Agreement. became
effective on 15th March 1950. and can be
stated as “European LW/MW Conference
Copenhagen 1948 (European broadcasting
convention“ Mostly 9kcls (Bkcls above
1529kc/s. ikcls. Bkcr's and Birds on LW)
spacing's but not harmonic multiples — offset
1kc/s on MW and (generally) 2kcis on LW.

After World War II. the FM radio
broadcast was introduced in Germany. In
1948. a new wavelength plan was set up
for Europe at a meeting in Copenhagen.
Because of the recent war. Gennany (which
did not exist as a state and so was not
invited) was only given a small number
of medium-wave frequencies. which were
not very good for broadcasting. For this
reason Germany began broadcasting on
UKW (‘Ultrakurzwelle’. i.e. ultra short wave.
nowadays called VHF) which was not
covered by the Copenhagen plan. After
some amplitude modulation experience with
VHF. it was realized that FM radio was a
much better alternative for VHF radio than
AM. Because of this history FM Radio is
still referred to as "UKW Radio" in Germany.
Other European nations followed a bit
later. when the superior sound quality of
FM and the ability to run many more local
stations because of the more limited range
of VHF broadcasts were realized. (So the
Germans got their own back in the endl)
Later. the rest of us realised that the
Copenhagen Plan was not good enough.
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and by 1975. we did it all again.
The Geneva Frequency Plan of 197'5 (“The

Final Acts of the Regional Administrative LF/
MF Broadcasting Conference (Regions 1 and
3) Geneva. 1975" or simply “GE75") is the
internationally agreed frequency plan which
was drawn up to implement the provisions of
the Final Acts of the Regional Administrative
LF/MF Broadcasting Conference (Regions
1 and 3) held in Geneva. Switzerland, in
1975. It covers radio broadcasting in the
long and medium wave bands outside
the Americas (separate agreements being
in place for North and South America).

The plan was drawn up under the
auspices of the World Administrative Radio
Conference (WARC) of the International
Telecommunication Union (lTU)
with the assistance of the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU/UER).

The Geneva plan replaced the 1948
Copenhagen plan. i t  became necessary
because of the large number of broadcasting
stations in these frequency ranges
leading to ever more mutual interference
(Many countries had refused to ratify
the Copenhagen plan and compliance
was patchy even among those which
had). The Geneva plan entered into force
on 23 November 19?8 and although its
intended lifespan was only until 1989 it
is still valid (with small modification by
mutual coordination between countries)
today. The ability for countries to agree
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Figure 11

subsequent amendments to the plan has
given sufficient flexibility to ensure that
compliance has been far more widespread.

Most existing European radio stations
were required to change their broadcasting
frequencies following implementation
of the plan. In most cases the changes
were slight (only one or two kilohertz)
but were more drast ic i n  some cases,
particularly in the United Kingdom, where
all BBC national stations moved to a
new wavelength or band. However the
increased number of radio services and
reduction (in most cases) of interference
to radio signals (particularly at nighttime)
was considered by most broadcasters
to be worth the initial inconvenience.

As a result of the plan most medium
wave (and later longwave) stations outside
North and South America operate on
exact multiples of 9 kHz which helps
reduce heterodyne interference.

So there you have it. The UK came off
worst (even though we won the war), and
that’s why there is not much interference
about. However, interference these days
comes from all that digital stuff around
us, it has got to the point where RSGB
HF enthusiasts are tearing their hair out,
complaining to the Government and

; - ' “on -—-I

threatening to give up. The problem
is described as the noise floor being
higher than weak long distance signals,
therefore these cannot be heard, wiping
out much DX communication.

The next modification described is
the addition of Long Wave reception.

“A set of  this type is best fitted with coils
for long-wave reception as the medium-wave
reception of  the BBC Light Programme is
very difficult in many parts of  the country due
to interaction after dark o f  the many other
stations near by on the frequency spectrum.
The real answer, o f  course, is to use (as the
author does in his living-room) VHF FM. This
is quite beyond the scope o f  the beginner.
Two more coils are required. They need not
be more that V4 in. from the corresponding
medium-wave coils. Be very careful to get
the red tags in the correct position or all
your wiring could be done wrongly. It is very
difficult for the beginner to sort it all out
(the author still remembers the muddles he
used to get in, in his early days!) Another
rotary switch is now required (a toggle
switch must not  be used). A two-pole
one—way switch is required. Examine
the switch very carefully, noting the tags
which become joined in one position and
which are open circuit in the other:
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The wiring of  the detector for
long-waves is described in detail.

Testing the Detector Circuit.
Remove the aerial from the front end of
the receiver and switch on. Now attach a
good, long aerial to the “red” tag on PHF2.
Although the tuning will be flat you should
now be able to receive at low volume both
long and medium bands. Now attach the
aerial via any small condenser greater
than 300pf to the “Y” tag of  the PHF2.
You should now receive both bands with
greater selectivity though less volume.
Quote — Testing and Fietrimming the
Receiver: Plug in the receiver; attach the
aerial to the proper position and, select the
medium wave switch position. You will now
receive medium waves as you did before.
Carefully adjust the trimmers for optimum
strength on a weak station with the gang
condenser vanes open as previously stated.
Very little adjustment will be required,
especially if all leads have been kept as short
as possible. When the receiver is finished the
slightest movement of  either trimmer should
cause a drop in volume. If, on trimming the
receiver oscillates, reduce setting of R2
and continue trimming. Feed back “wires”
may be added if necessary, or reduced
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or taken away, as previously described.
Now switch to long waves. Aoiiust the

tuning gang condenser and you should
receive the Light Programme at fair strength.
if you are using a poor aerial reception
will not be so good as on the medium
waves, but many continental stations can
be received. The tuning is flatter and there
is not much point in fitting trimmers, but it
you wish you fit them across from “X" to
earth on each coil. 50pf is a suitable value
and all leads should be kept short (say,
not much more than 1 in.) or feed back
trouble will crop up. if these trimmers are
added (the author found no need to do so)
then they are only adjusted on the long
waves and are adjusted after the medium-
trimmers have been set. The medium-wave
trimmers will affect the long—wave coils,
but the long-wave trimmers (if fitted) will
not affect the medium-wave coils.

All leads must be kept short. Do not use
screened cable as it introduces trimming
difficulties which are difficult for the
beginner to sort out. Screening increases
the stability of the receiver; but at the same
time introduces "capacity" to the tuned
circuits which have to be compensated for
by the trimmers. These would thus have to
be altered or paralleled to get the receiver
in proper trim. This would be very difficult
for the beginner. 018 the tone control
lay-pass condenser needs to be at least
600v working. if the set should oscillate
violently a large voltage can be produced
across this capacitor, hence its high working
voltage. Needless to say no radio of this
type should be allowed to oscillate.

L3lL4 Wearite PM and PHFt Coils.
These are mounted and wired in
series in all respects with the original
medium-wave coils. The primaries are left

in series all the time, but the long wave
secondaries are cut out by the selector
switch when medium-wave is required.

The complete circuit of Figure 8.
(original Fig. 23) will now have been wired
and should be in perfect working order:
lt is intended in this contribution to give
details which will enable the amateur to
service and find faults in this receiver:
Microphony - The beginner may have
noticed that if he touches the detector valve
a loud drumming sound comes from the
speaker: Some valves. especially when in
the detector position. show this property
to a remarkable degree. About one in six
of the SP61 ’5 purchased show rather too
much microphony, the one showing this
property most should be placed in the HF
socket. Microphony in itself is not harmful
unless the speaker is near the valve or the
receiver is being subjected to mechanical
vibration such as would be the case with a
car radio. When this TRF receiver is placed
in a cabinet any tendency to microphony
will be aggravated. The author has made
up many of these receivers for friends
and has always cured any such tendency
by swapping valves as stated. Other
standard methods are to mount the valve
on a sprung base or to damp it, using felt
padding, etc. (a bad policy as it can cause
overheating. The speaker should not of
course be mounted on the chassis directly,
but on the wooden "baffle" of the cabinet.

Fitting a Dial to the Tuning Gang
The finished receiver may be fitted with a
commercial type tuning drive which can be
obtained at any dealer selling to the home
constructor. The author has found that
quite a good effect (and good utility) can
be gained by soldering a thin black wire

pointer directly to the tuning control spindle.
A piece of postcard is mounted on pieces
of tin plate behind this pointer. A large type
knob (or small slow-motion assembly) is
then fitted. in the first place a dummy card
is fitted, and after trying the receiver on
a few stations fie. Luxembourg, light and
Home) you should be able to plan out an
attractive card to be fitted permanently.

if a cabinet is made a cellophane window
is fitted with a hole in the cellophane to take
the tuning spindle. The knob is then titted
outside the window. A dial lamp may be
fitted above the card to provide illumination
and tell you when the set is switched on.

Do i need a Meter? -— There is no doubt
that a 1000 ohms per volt multi—meter is
a great help. lf you have such a meter be
very careful to always start on high voltage
or current ranges first. Good instruments,
have safety devices working on the principle
that if the needle accelerates too rapidly
the current is cutoff at once. A meter is a
“must” for reasonably sure fault finding.

Meter Headings are not always Accurate
—~ Mater readings on valve pins are useful
but not always accurate because of voltage
drop caused by the current drawn by the
meter having to go through a resistance in
the valve circuit. On the chart prepared by
the author readings are given for an Avo
Multiminor and for a 1000 ohms per volt
meter. However. if you have another type of
meter you can construct your own chart for
use with your meter: it  is good policy to do
this with all equipment made and to put a
copy of the chart in an envelope in the back
of the cabinet for reference in the future.

How to Use a Meter (for voltage tests)
Unless othenrvise stated, readings are from
chassis to various wiring points. Clip the
black negative to the chassis making sure
it is in good contact. Switch meter off.
Switch onto the highest range and apply
the test prod carefully to the test point. The
higher the range used the more accurate
the actual voltage, but more difficult it
is to read the deflection off the scale.

Test figures for V1
How to use a Meter (for current tests) — The
meter has to be inserted actually in circuit so
it will be necessary to unsolder a connection
for each test. Care must be taken not to
cause feed—back troubles due to the meter
wiring. For instance where possible always
insert the meter in series into the most
earthy side of a circuit. For protection of
the meter start your measurements on the
highest range. Continue reducing the range
until you get the range which gives the
most deflection without the needle going
"over the top”. Here, the smaller the range
selected the better: The range selected
has no effect on the current consumed.
Current ranges are thus more foolproof
and accurate in normal tests. Figure 9. "

The article continues with an excellent
description of fault finding with and
without a meter. A comprehensive test
chart is provided that gives voltages
at various points and on valve pins,
where the mains voltage may be 200v
to 240, and the meter may have 1000
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Fig. 28.—Top view of recoil-er.

receiver makes If very handy baby alarm and a
suggested system is now given.

A Baby Alarm System
Fit an Sin. pennanent-magnet moving-coil

speaker in the baby's bedroom as near as possnhie
to the cot (hanging overhead _out of reach of
the child). No cabinet is necessary. Take
the leads out of the room to an ordinary speaher
transformer fitted just behind the radio (about 6m.
to lft. away from the speaker transformer of the
receiver itself. or feedback troubles will develop).
The speaker leads go to the low-Impedance [thick
enamel) windings of the transformer. The high-
im nee side goes to the pick-up plug. It may
he p to cut down hum if  the metal casing of the
transformer is earthed to chassis. Do not earth
the speaker side of the windings: the speaker :5
thus isolated from mains. For added safety you
could earth it segara'tely to a water pipe. This
is not at all necessary. however. _

The set is switched to EU. operation and any
noises from the child will come out at really loud
volume from the speaker attached to the radio.
A speaker used in this way as a microphone is
very sensitive indeed. ordinary speech being picked
up and “ broadcast “ at good volume from a dis-
tance of 9ft. at least. Do not try to fut thrs up
as a “lash up " in one room.

damage a sure i one.
“ microphone “ speaker In another room.

Fitting a Tone Control
There are many ways and places in which a

So sensitive is the
arrangement that “5  her " will feed back .to
speaker generatin vi rations which could easily

Always have the _

tone control may be fitted. I t  is proposed to. fit
a simple top out control which is especially useful
with pentodes as they tend to accentuate
hi her notes of the musical register. The control
will allow you to “suit your ear“ b '  cutting
some of the top notes as required. This is also
useful for heterodyne whistles so annoying III the
evening on the medium waveband and for needle
scratch on old gramophone recordings. _

The position of the tone control. Bill. :3 shown
in Fig. 26. The wiring is very simple and is
shown in Figs. 27 and .2 .  .

Here is a suggested plan to follow. Verify that
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Hm. iii—Separate “pick-up " mlume control.

The modifications for a baby alarm and separate pick-up control
or 400 ohms per volt. Figure 10.

"it is hoped that the beginner will now
feel quite confident that not only has he
been able to build a good serviceable
receiver but that he can service it with
some degree of skill. The beginner should
try to work out why voltage variations could
be caused by the components suggested
above. The author makes no pretence that
the above fault finding system is absolutely
fault proof. Ho doubts if there is such a
system anyway especially are intermittent
and distortion troubles difficult to find
without a good technical knowledge.

There is no better aid to good fault—finding
than a good brain and a thorough
understanding of the receiver under
consideration. if you have made the receiver
you should have both aids at your disposal.

The receiver may be placed in a
wooden or plastic cabinet but not a metal
one. A short picture-mil aerial will do for

ordinary use so the receiver makes a small
convenient bedroom receiver; but some of
the author's friends have these operating
in their living-rooms and find them very
useful. Those who like Luxembourg (oh
happy days!) can receive it well, but with
some fading (no AVG is fitted and is not
really practical on this type of receiver). ”
In the last paragraphs the components
required for modifications are listed.

The author describes how he takes
old radios beyond repair and dismantles
them to collect the parts for future
construction projects. Some valuable parts
like the cabinet, switches, tuning gangs,
speakers and transformers are acquired.

Finale
When you look back on how the
construction of the receiver evolved from
month to month, you can see how boys
interested in building their first radio were

inspired. I certainly was. it gave me the
idea to pursue electronics rather than get
involved in the collapsing aircraft industry.
Looking back. I remember how much I
enjoyed the series, and the result worked
well. it was the tuned FlF amplifier that
transfonnod the receiver into a worthwhile
radio. Most of the problems with crystal sets
and one valvors’ disappeared, of course the
performance was not up to the selectivity
of a superhet receiver, but is certainly very
sensitive. The SP61 valve actually has an
impressive gain, gm 3.5 mAN for an M0
valve in standard pentode biasing, so it
was an excellent choice by Mr E V King.
There are all sorts of enhancements
to the design for the experimenter
could indulge in, such as:

1: Change the anode bond detector
for an infinite impedance type with
100% feedback. and follow this with
a triode or pcntode amplifier to make
up for the loss of gain. The reduced
tuning coil loading would effectively
increase the “Q" and thus selectivity.

2: Try a cascodo FlF amplifier, and
see how reaction is affected.

3: Try EF50 type valves, or some other
suitable types. The EF50 omission does
tend to go down with use, so what are the
chances of finding ones in good condition
these days? Are these microphonic when
applied as detectors? The good old
SP61 was practically indestructible.

4: Add an additional SP61 FiF amplifier
with a three gang tuning condenser.
For strong stations an RF gain control
would be required. but easy to do.

5: Add a treble/bass tone control
circuit, and negative feedback as
the 6V6 valve has plenty of gain.

6: Try different coils Le. Denco
(Clacton) Ltd Maxi-Ci plug in types.
See Figure 11, reproducing their circuit
suggestions and data information.

The actual performance achieved
with the Wearite P series coils used in
this design was: Medium Wave range
1680kclsi178mtrs) to 500kcls(600mtrs)
Long Wave range 330kc/s(789mtrs)
to 134kcis(2237mtrs) Not
one whistle anywhere!
To convert: mtrs=29982fllkcls
My father allowed me to drill a hole in the
frame of my bedroom window in order
for me to erect a iouft aerial down to
the plum tree at the bottom of our back
garden. I soon had to install corks along
the aerial to stop the birds committing
suicide, especially the pigeons. I got
my first mains shock off the selenium
rectifier, feeling it to see if it was warm.
Lesson number one — don't do that again.
Such memories of long school summer
holidays, sunshine, my cat Snowy sitting
on the bench watching every move, Radio
Luxembourg and my wireless that worked.
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Dear Editor. -...... . 2;: '-
I felt that I must write to you about an - '1 L.

experience (some pleasant some not). On
the 28th Sept 2014 I attended the meeting
at Harpenden where I purchased an HMV
499 radio. Because I was feeling quite ill. (I
have been diagnosed with CPS/ME). I left
with my purchase before the Auction time.
As soon as I got home. having completed
the normal checks. I switched it on and

fl“
. u
fld

l

flimfii‘b i '  .II-l t " l
' lit was as described. in working order. -' .'- -’ ‘ QM!!!“ ' m- ...' I I .7-

- - - I . 3 !  A :  . - '  “ I " ?  ' I I  .Belng’an Impatient man (arentwe all). , . r. mgfi .m . . ¢ . .-
I couldn t walt to dlsrnantle It. my main ' -‘ ' . .'. ' r . "
intention being to clean the dial — it wasn‘t
bad anyway. Prior to this had been cleaning
the valves with methylated spirit, it's my
way. To digress just a little. we had been
looking after our neighbours cats and my wife
arrived at my workshop door. to announce
that she had got the cats in and fed them.

Being distracted I picked up the meth's
cloth instead of the dampened tissues and
cleaned the dial. completely. removing a lot
of of the markings.1 Having remarked a few
times "Oh dear” or similar. whilst I decided
what was to be done. i subsequently emailed
Gary Tempest. who. whilst being sympathetic.
obviously couldn’t help much. During what
was to be some protracted mailings between
us regarding the dial. he mentioned a
company in the USA who he thought may
be able to help They are fantastic and are .3 1 . .
called "Radio Daze LLC and live at 3870 Flush - . . "'“'.:.t:';:;ur_w ' '
Mendon Road. Mendon NY‘14506 USA. ' ' 2m: . 2%"?100 _ m _ ‘ ”5.1“”

lam unable to praise them enough. What - ' on ' '5" ' 5”” ' 53B
appeared to me to be a total loss, turned

.1 hn up"

’ mill] -
- Hill“ f.
r! '

out to be better than a 100% replacement
dial. John is their graphic designer and you
will find him most helpful and truly works
wonders. Should any reader need further
details or be in a similar “pickle". I will be
pleased to help. The unpleasant bit. apart
from wiping the dial. when i sent the dial
to the USA. it went missing for some time
and it wasn‘t tracked. it seems that you
can track it but at a considerable cost. it
appeared but after 20+ days. The pleasant
bit — because of the excellent Bulletin I was
able to contact Gary Tempest for his help.

Trevor Sergeant

Dear Editor.
With regard to the article by Robert Lozier
on the restoration of a 1928 Solcdyne
receiver. the Siemens bias cells type SG
which he replicated were marketed as being
0.9 volt. a copy of a Fi.Cadisch catalogue
for 1932—3 has two types of Siemens bias
cells. type GT (1.5 Volts) and type SG (0.9
Volts). the type 86 at 1 shilling being more
expensive than the GT at ninepence. I also
made a replica of the 86 cell for a marine
Marconi 352A receiver. the missing bias cell
is shown on the circuit diagram of the set
as 0.9 volt. Luckily a friend also had one of
these receivers which had the cell present
which I was allowed to remove to make a
copy. The later cells seem slightly different
than the ones in Mr Lozier's set in having
terminals on either end. they also came with

cardboard tags at each end for permanent
attachment to the baseboard. Does any
reader know what type of dry battery
technology would be used in a 0.9 volt cell?

Regards. Mike Butt.

Dear Editor.
Thanks to Stet Niewiadomski for the
fascinating article on the Champion
Emstonette in Bulletin No 39. As Stef
correctly pointed out. we have one in the
newly refurbished radio room at Seaford
Museum (photos of the opening were in
the Spring 2012 edition of the Bulletin).
But what he. and other readers. may be
unaware of is why Seaford is so interested
in the history of Champion radios. The
answer is that the factory and manufacturing
plant were originally based in Seaford. but
the premises burned down in the 1940s
and production was transferred to a new
facility down the coast in Newhaven.

l have been fortunate enough to have a
hand in the design. layout and maintenance

of the radio room at Seaford (which is
housed in a Martello Tower) and we are
constantly on the lookout for Seaford
manufactured Champion radios to add to the
collection. The Museum is much more than
just the radio room and is really worth a
visit. so if you are down Sussex way. do call
in - more information can be found at httpu'lf
www.seafordmuseum.co.uk and I can be
contacted via info@seafordmuseum.co.uk.

With all good wishes.
Bryan McAlley
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Sunday.4th October 2015 10.30AM -4.30PM
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A Radiophone in Every Home - William Stephenson and the General Bmio Company Limited, 1922-1928
by lan L. Sanders and Lorne Clark, with foreword by Jonathan Hill. Published by Loddon Valley Press. ISBN 978-0-570773-9-9.
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Between ‘l922 and 1927 during the life of the British Broadcasting This high quality publication is available for immediate
Company (forerunner of today’s British Broadcasting Corporation). ' deapatch price 219.95 (21? .95 for BVWS members) plus

- - - = :9-- 9.3  “PaiPeK- 2?;59 espresso BWVS -_;--i
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dunngmispeiiodofathfiiomnmeuchmlflarooni t9 992m mmwmmmm 1175mm 9, 9

.-_-.- m Morgan Hill California. 9503? use
hasbeenpubllehedwoutmoemalia'tomid-eized ' ' =9: ForUK/EEC/Bow enquiriesandorde‘rs: u ._

lnflIeksuperuyiflIIetretednewboohianSandersmdLomc ..... Woomorwrite LoddonVaIleyPress 19 ..
Cimummmmmmmmmmwu : _- TwyfordBerksi'Ilre,RG199AX.UK(nmafig,t¥;
Generalmdio(Jornpiantd.t anditsenlgrmccm .- bycheque: oniysterlingohequssdrawnmfdge. .;_
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company aiso Wed" on the development of mechanical television. Wilt‘ehire. SN19 3LG chairmanflbvws org. ul: '



Tickling the Crystal
256 pages. Over 200
full-page photographs.
£14.95 for BVWS
members plus £7 pap for
UK. £13 EEC
(rest of world £19)

Tickling the Crystal 2
Limited, Only 750 copies
printed. 208 pages.
Over 125 full-page
photographs. £29.95
(£24.95 for BWVS
members) plus 27 pap for
UK. 213 EEC
(rest of world 5119)

Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal 5
More Domestic British
Crystal Sets of the 19205
by lan L Sanders.
Photography by Carl Glover
The final edition in Ian
Sanders‘ thorough five
volume set exploring GPO
No. era British crystal sets.

Full colour throughout.
Strictly Limited Edition!
only 500 copies printed
£5 discount for
BVWS members

252 pages of GPO No.
era British crystal sets and
many previously-unseen
models in print for the very
first time. £29.95 (£24.95
for BVWS members)
plus B? p&p for UK. 213
EEC (rest of world 219)

Attache Radios
by Mark Johnson
An 30 page colour
paperback guide to
the Attache portable
I Detailed specifications
I 140 radios in full colour
- Over 200 additional
photos of sales literature,
trade ads etc.
£12.00 (+ £2.50 p&p UK)
£3.50 EEC (rest of
world £5.50)

Obsession by Gerry Wells
Growing up in the 19305.
young Geny Wells preferred
wireless to toys. He had a
postwar career as a radio
and TV engineer designing
and managing amplifies,
PA's and TVs. He founded
the British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum from
the home where he was
born. This is the story of one
man’s dedication to wireless
26.00 196 pages paperback
(+ £2.50 pap UK)
£3.50 EEC (rest of
world £5.50)

Tickling the Crystal 3
Limited. 500 copies
printed. 240 pages of
GPO No. era British
crystal sets. Over 7'5
full-page photographs.
£29.95 (£24.95 for
BVWS members) plus
27 p&p for UK. £13 EEC
(rest of world £19)

Tickling the Crystal 4
More Domestic British
Crystal Sets of the
19205. 280 pages of
GPO No. era British
crystal sets. Over 1 15
full—page photographs.
£29.95 (£24.95 for BVWS
members} plus B? pap for
UK. £13 EEC
(rest of world 219)

Slipcase to house the first three volumes of Tickling the Crystal £9.95 Buy all three and get slipcase free! (postage
212 UK, 235 EEC, £55 US) BVWS members buy two and save £12 (postage 29 UK, £24 EEC £28 US)
Cheques payable to British Vintage Wireless Society

Mike Barker. Pound Cottage, Coats. Devlzes, Wiltshlre, SN1O 3L6

Shareholders of the
British Broadcasting
Company Lorne Clark
68 pages. For the first
time, a comprehensive
listing of all of the
companies, large and
small, comprising the
British Broadcasting
Company - the
forerunner to the
British Broadcasting
Corporation. illustrated.
£10.95 (+ £2.50 pap UK)
£3.50 EEC (rest of
world £5.50)

BVWS
Books



Egh’th page advertisements oost £22.50. quarter page advertisements cost £45. half page: £90 and full page: 2130. Cheques made payable to *BWii'S‘ please

3339mm The Bulletin
- back issues

All Bulletins and supplemeiifis are
priced at £4.00 each + postage.

Postage: for individual Bulletins
add £1.50. for all extra
bulletins add $11 each.
Cheques to be made payable to
‘British Vintage Wireless Soclety'.

Mike Barker. Pound Cottage.
Coats. Devlzes. Wiltshire. SNtD 3L6
chainnanfibvwsorguk

. .. _~_ . n3
okes, LOPTX and IF Transformers etc '

I oial deS Ins  also undertaken
Call Mike Barker on 01380 860787

Open as usual
23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwich, London SE21 808

The Br l t lSh Vintage Wireless 020 8670 3667 Registered Charity No. 1111516
an d TeleViSion M USGU m Please make appointments beforehand



Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50, quarter page advertisements cost 5245. half page: 290 and full page: E130. Cheques made payable to 'BWS’ please
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Valveman is the story of one -' ' -.
lifetime of obsession. ,.

attempttoamassoneofthe world’s largest f 1‘.

of valves, vintage radios and etherearly __ ' '
from the pioneering days of wireless -

This documentary film innovatively blenfi- .
usingavarie‘tyofmotion dealgnandfllmed ..
reenactments, the last hundred years Sines Mo “.1
beganthroughtotheeariydaysoftelevlslon -

www.bvws.org.uk
www.bvwm.org.uk

Out Now! Tickling the Cr stal
index and supplemen

Tickling
the Crystal

BDpageeofGPD No.eraBritistystelsets.includirIgomlprfltenslve
i'IdexllsthgsetsinallfivevolumesofficidingtheGm

Price is £11.95, £9.95 to BVWS withers.
_.(+£2.50p&pUK)2350EEC(mstofworld£5.50)

Gl'ques payable to Brltlsh Vintage Wireless Society
Mike Barker, Pound Cottage, Coats. Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 3LG

chairman@bvws.org.uk

The

Radiophile
THE LEADING MAGAZINE FOR ALL

VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS
Each issue contains practical and authoritative articles on
vintage radio as well as military and communication
receivers, restoration and construction topics, all written by
experts in their field. The Radiophjle also hosts Vintage
Radio Auctions and Expositions at which receivers, valves,
components, test gear, etc., may be bought and sold.

If you are a Vintage Radio enthusiast you cannot
afford to be without The Radiophile.

The Radiophile is available by subscription only,
currently just £2?“ for four 48-page issues, or a sample may
be had for £51". To take out a subscription contact us by
”phone with your credit or debit card details or send your
chequcto:

The Radiophile, “ khill”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, STAFFORD, ST20 oNP.

Telephone and fax (business hours) 01735 284696.
"‘ UK and BFPO only: all other territories £28.
7‘ UK and BF P0 only; at! other territories £6

5th July 2015
Royal Wootton Bassett

s..-

The Memorial Hall, Stat ion Rd. Wootton Bassett.
Nr. Swindon (J16XM4l. Doors open 10:30.
Contact  Mike  Barker: 01380 860787

_61
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Events Diary
2015 Meetings
March 1st Harpenden
April 12th Golbome
May 10th NVCF
June 6th A memorial to the man in the white coat
12 - 8pm The Vintage Wireless and Television Museum. West Dulwich
June 7th Meeting at the Cinema Museum.
2 Dugard Way (off Fienfrew Road) London SE11 4TH.
See advert in Bulletin insert for further details.
July 5th Floyal Wootton Bassett
August 2nd Punnetts Town
September 13th Murphy Day
September 27th Harpenden
October 4th AudioJumble
November 1st Golbome (changed from 8111 due to Remembrance Day)
December 6th Royal Wootton Bassett

GPO Numbers
Martyn Bennett is the custodian of the BVWS GPO Registration
Numbers list. As many members know. the project of assembling this
list was started in the early days of the BVWS and was carried on by
the late Pat Leggatt. Members are strongly urged to help build the
list. whenever they get the opportunity. particularly as it is something
that will help with the identification of vintage wireless in years to
come. The list is by no means complete and the GPO no longer
have a record of the numbers granted to wireless manufacturers.
The BVWS Handbook contains the current listings - one in numerical
order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any
additions. or suggestions for corrections. by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett. 58 Church Road. Fleet. Hampshire GU51 4LY
telephone: 01252-613660 e-rnail: martyb®globalnet.co.uk

Radio
"Bygones
WHETHER your interest is in domestic
radio and TV or in amateur radio. in mili-
tary. aeronautical or marine communications. '
in radar and radio navigation. in instruments. in broadcasting. in
audio and recording. or in professional radio systems fixed or mobile.
RADIO BYGONES is the magazine for you.
ARTICLES on restoration and repair. history. circuit techniques,
personalities. reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — you'll find
them all. Plus features on museums and private collections and a full-
colour photo-feature in every issue.
IT’S MOSTLY about valves. of course. but ‘solid-state' - whether of
the coherer and spark-gap variety or early uansistors - also has a place.
FROM THE DAYS of Maxwell. Hertz. Lodge and Marconi to what
was the state-of-the-art just a few short years ago . .
There is also a selection of free readers' For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year. and is only available
by postal subscription. it is not available at newsagents.
TO TAKE OUT a subscription. or to order a sample copy. please
contact:
RADIO BYGONES. Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. 113 Lynwood

Drive. Merley. Wimborne, Dorset 3H2] lUU.
Tel: 01202 880299. Fax 01202 843233.

Web sites: www.mdiobygonesm

The British Vintage Wireless and Television Museum:
For location and phone see advert in Bulletin.
Harpenden: Harpenden Public Halls. Southdown Fld. Harpenden.
Doors open at 9:30. tickets for sale from 09:00. Auction at 13:00.
Contact Vic Williamson. 01582 593102
Audiojumble: The Angel Leisure Centre. Tonbrldge. Kent.
Enquiries. 01892 540022
NVCF: National Vintage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin. www.nvcf.co.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial Hall. Station Rd. Wootton Bassett.
Nr. Swindon (J16fM4). Doors open 10:00.
Contact Mike Barker. 01380 880?87
Golborne: Golbome: Golborne Parkside Sports 8 Community Club.
Fiivington Avenue. Golborne. Warrington. WA3 3H6
contact Mark Flyding 07861 234384
Punnetts Town: Punnetts Town Village Hall. Heathfield. East Sussex
TN21 QDS (opposite school)
Contact John Howes 01435 830T38
Mill Green Museum: Bush Hall Lane. Mill Green. Hatfield. ALQSPD
For more details with maps to locations see the BVWS Website:
www.bvws.org.ukfeventsllocationshtm

We want your articles!
Share your intends with your fellow

ms and 405 Alive members.
We accept: Type, handwriting. .tax.

- email floppy disc, CD _

bulletin_editor0bvws.crg.uk

)lto) 1244030500fi lnfiointagere lo. to. tilt



Sunday 10th May 2015
National Vintage Communications Fair
Warwickshire Exhibition Centre CV31 1XN

lders
Normal Entry: 10.30am to 4pm £8 (under-14s FREE). Early Entry: from 9.00am £25
No advance ticketing, all tickets on the door.
Event details plus downloadable stall booking form available at: www.nvcf.org.uk
Any enquiries: info@nvcf.org.uk or post: NVCF 13 Wameford Road Oxford OX4 1 LT UK (enclose an SAE)




